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DEAR READERS,
Teacher as a mentor, Teacher as a facilitator,
Today, I want to talk about the second most important anchor of a
school, its teachers. Teachers with their dedication, attention and care
shape the future of a child.
It is a challenging profession because a teacher has to constantly
upskill and reinvent himself/herself. Taking care of the academic, emotional and social development of a youngster
and making him future ready requires a teacher to possess multiple talents. Some of these requirements of the
profession may be intrinsically present but for many others extrinsic training and support is necessary.
In an average workspan of thirty years, a onetime training is not enough. In service training is very much
important. The National Education Policy 2020 also lays great emphasis on Teachers training and has made a
minimum of 50 hours teachers training mandatory.
Centre Point recognises that if children in its portals have to achieve global citizenship skills then their mentors
need to be trained with new age ideas and techniques.
This year “The Artful Teachers workshop’ was conducted by Sanjna Kapoor and Timira Gupta, where the
objective was to enable meaningful and joyful learning, driven by curiosity and interest, where curiosity becomes a
habit of the mind and subsequent action. The artful approach of finding multiple ways of expressing through
observing, listening, wondering, exploring, risking, and then fearlessly communicating is paramount to teaching and
learning. The training by the experts have been scheduled in multiple phases over the year and will continue into the
next academic year.
This training is gradually going to infuse a new energy into the classroom.
Centre Point has identified another need of the school. Teachers need expertise in sexuality education. With children
being exposed to explicit content at an early age, a certain expertise is required to address and answer their queries
in an age appropriate manner. Ms. Anju Kish of UNTABOO is training teachers of Centre Point Group to integrate sex
education in school.
This training will go a long way in creating a generation of positively aware and responsible children, able to
take safe and informed decisions.
Any such skilling programme requires time, effort and a deep investment in the project and teachers at
Centre Point School undergo such training with zeal and enthusiasm. Each one of the teachers at Centre Point are
ringing in new age practices that gives the school an environment of nurture, wellbeing and makes it a happy space.

MRS. SHILPEE GANGULY,
DIRECTOR PRINCIPAL,
CENTRE POINT GROUP OF SCHOOLS, NAGPUR

Intellect
and
Interest

Intellect and Interest
STELLAR PERFORMANCE BY CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD
IN CBSE AISSE 2022
Forging ahead with its ‘Legacy of Excellence’ Centre Point School, Katol Road once again
stood tall with its CBSE AISSCE & AISSE results 2022. This year too students of class 10 [2021-2022
batch] of Centre Point School, Katol Road, who appeared for CBSE AISSE 2021 gave a sterling
performance with their consistent hardwork. Out of 203 students who appeared for the AISSE2021-22 a commendable 69 scored an aggregate of 90% and above.
In the results declared on 22nd July 2022 –
*Ananya Sinha, with an aggregate of 99.4% is the second city topper. She is the school topper
and has scored 100 in three subjects including Standard Mathematics, Science and Sanskrit.
*Gurleen Kaur Batra is at the second position with an aggregate of 98.8%.
*Armaan Chandwani, who scored 98.6% is at the third position scoring a commendable
100% in Sanskrit & Standard Mathematics.
*Suhani Vaswani scored a 98.2% aggregate
*Aarna Sahni bagged a commendable 98% aggregate with a 100 in Sanskrit.
The subject wise toppers include:
MATHEMATICS – STANDARD -100% - Ananya Sinha, Armaan Chandwani, Bhoomi Khatri, Ayesha
Khanooni
MATHEMATICS - BASIC - 93% - Soham Mahajan
SANSKRI-100% - Ananya Sinha, Armaan Chandwani, Aarna Sahni, Shamit Bundela, Anshaja
Tarkunde, Ved Joshi, Manvi Kapoor, Vedika Hemnani, Vihan Saraf, Dhanish Ladwani, Riva Gandhi,
Disha Agrawal, Netra Patel, Adwait Mistri, Tanya Pillai, Vedangi Trivedi.
SCIENCE - 100% - Ananya Sinha
SOCIAL SCIENCE - 99% - Armaan Chandwani, Suhani Vaswani, Bhoomi Khatri, Tanmay Agrawal
ENGLISH - 100% - Saie Sasankar
HINDI- 96% - Misty Awasthi, Harshita Gangwani
COMPUTER APPLICATION - 77% - Amee Verma
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The scores achieved with tenacity by the students under the guidance of the school faculty, were
appreciated by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point School, Katol Road and Vice Principals,
staff and students of the school.
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COMMENDABLE RESULTS BY CPS, KR STUDENTS IN CBSE AISSCE 2022
Once again Centre Point School, Katol Road, living up to its reputation of being a ‘Centre of
Excellence’ achieved excellent AISSCE & AISSE results, Students of class 12, Centre Point School,
Katol Road, with their consistent hard work and focus, performed extremely well in the CBSE
AISSCE results declared on Monday 22nd July 2022. Out of 133 students who appeared in the
Science stream 35 students scored 90% and above. In Commerce stream from among 111
students 27 students scored 90% and above. In Humanities from among 39 students 6 scored
an aggregate of 90% and above.
*Anushka Subramanian from the Science Stream is the city topper and the school topper
with 98.8 % aggregate. She scored 100% in Physics & Physical Education and 99% in
Chemistry & Biology.
*Saloni Swarup from Humanities scored 98% aggregate with 100 in History.
*Arindam Kanoria from Commerce stream and Shaurya Khetarpal from the Science stream
scored 97.6%. Arindam scored a 100 in Business Studies and Shaurya scored 100 in
Mathematics and Chemistry.
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*Both Dwiti Suchak from Science and Krishna Sehgal from Commerce stream bagged a
97.2% aggregate.
*Shreya Kothari from Commerce stream scored 97% aggregate with 100 in Business Studies.
The three Science stream toppers include:
1. Anushka Subramanian-98.8%
2. Shaurya Khetarpal-97.6%
3. Dwiti Suchak-97.2%
The three Commerce stream toppers include:
1. Arindam Kanoria-97.6%
2. Krishna Sehgal-97.2%
3. Shreya Kothari-97%
The three Humanities Toppers include:
1. Saloni Swarup -98%
2. Anshika Shivhare-96.4%
3. Arya Hardas-96.2%
The subject wise toppers of the school include:
Accountancy – 99% Krishna Sehgal
Applied Mathematics: 95% Khyati Agrawal
Biology – 99% Anushka Subramanian, Yashi Gupta
Business Studies - 100% Arindam Kanoria, Shreya Kothari, Priyal Rathi, Jigisha Shivdasani, Aditi
Khanna, Poorva Mundra, Palak Hirani, Rishika Dube
Chemistry – 100% Shaurya Khetarpal, Aastha Singh Chouhan, Krishi Agrawal, Ishaan Sangtani.
Computer Science - 96% Hussain Shakir
Economics - 99%Arindam Kanoria, Krishna Sehgal, Saloni Swarup
Engineering Graphics – 99% Meghana Kankaria, Vaidaehi Umredkar
English -100% Prerna Pande
History – 100% Saloni Swarup, Malhar Kulkarni
Informatics Practices –98% Krishna Sehgal
Mathematics - 100% Shaurya Khetarpal
Painting -94% Dhriti Rathod
Physical Education -100% Anushka Subramanian, Aadvik Bhatia, Harshvardhan Chandak, Harsh
Mandlekar
Physics - 100% Anushka Subramanian
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Political Science -100% Anshika Shivhare, Shouryaman Parashar
Psychology – 99% Arya Hardas
The scores achieved with tenacity by the students were appreciated by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal Centre Point School, Katol Road and Vice Principals, staff and students of the school.
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ANNUAL PRIZE DISTRIBUTION PROGRAMME HELD IN CPS, KATOL ROAD
The annual Prize Distribution programme for academically proficient students of classes 9
to 12 [2021-22 batch] was held in the
NKP Salve multipurpose hall of Centre
Point School, Katol Road on 21st June
’22. The audience included parents of
the prize winners and the teachers.
The programme commenced
with the rendition of the Saraswati
Vandana ‘by the school choir. This
was followed by a welcome address
by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal,
Anagha ma'am compering the programme

CPSKR.

In

her

address

she

appreciated the resilience and determination of the class 9,10,11 &12 prize winners who gave the
offline exams with sincerity. Merit certificates and gift vouchers were awarded for General
Proficiency and General Progress. Three toppers in each subject were also awarded merit
certificates. Class teachers read out the names of the prize winners who came forward and received
their certificates at the hands of the Principal. This was followed by a photo shoot for each group of
prize winners with their class teachers.
After the national anthem parents were treated to some refreshment prepared in the school
canteen. Parents and students together expressed their appreciation for the well organised
programme.

The Principal's address
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NEW STUDENT COUNCIL OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD INDUCTED

CPSKR Student Council-2022-23

The Investiture Ceremony for inducting the Student Council of Centre Point School, Katol
Road for 2022-2023 academic session was held on 16th July ’22 in the NKP Salve multipurpose hall
of the school. After a democratic voting and counting of votes, the school was ready with its 30
Student Council members for 2022-2023. The Investiture Ceremony, was a momentous occasion,
charged with emotions, with the active participation of the parents and grandparents, who
witnessed the proceedings.
The ceremony began at 8.30 am with a hymn and lighting of the lamp invoking the blessings
and expressing gratitude to the Almighty. This
was followed by a song ‘Chand Taare’ sung by
the school choir. A warm welcome was
accorded by the compere Mrs. Anagha Mishra
to the Guests of Honour- Mrs. Kanaroy
Chaudhuri, erstwhile Principal of Centre Point
School, Katol Road, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee,
former Executive Director of Centre Point
The traditional lamp being lit

Group of Schools and Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
former Principal of Centre Point School,

Amravati Road Bypass. The august gathering including newly elected members of the Student
Council and their parents and students of classes 7,8,9 & 10 along with the staff witnessed the
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solemn ceremony. The Principal, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly threw light on what Investiture ceremony
denotes and explained the process of election- from self-nomination to scrutiny by the committee of
teachers to the student voting. She defined the roles and responsibilities of each Captain, Vice
Captain and Prefect. In her address to the
office bearers she mentioned that they should
have a shared vision as ambassadors of the
school.
She announced the names of the School
Captain -Rijak Singh Makan and the School
Vice Captain - Ananya Vyas and spoke about
their sterling qualities. Vice Principals- Mrs.
Renu Singh and Mrs. Delnaaz Kapoor draped
the sashes and pinned the badges to the

School Capt. & Vice Capt. planting a sapling

School Captain and School Vice-Captain while the former School Captain Gurleen Batra and the
School Vice Captain, Sahil Daga handed over the school flag to Rijak. The two office bearers then
took the oath holding the school flag.
This was followed by the announcement
of the Blue House team members including
Avani Pavithran- Captain, Sarakshi MulchandaniVice

Captain,

Gaurri

Nair-Prefect

Cultural

Activities, Mohammed Nashit-Prefect Golden
Rules, Rashi Gandhi-Prefect Special Projects,
Anay

Jhawar-Prefect

Anti

Bullying,

Blue House Team

Agrawal-Prefect Sports. After the badges were
pinned and the sash was draped the Blue House
Captain and the team of office bearers took oath
to serve their House and their school with
sincerity. Mrs Suparna Bandhopadhay is the
Blue House Leader.
The team of Green House office bearers
were announced and these include Mayra
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Rishit

Thutheja – Captain, Soham Jaiswal - Vice Captain, Prefects -Katrine Abraham - Cultural Activities,
Dhriti Jeswani - Special Projects, Ria Adatia - Anti- bullying, Aarav Dharmik - Golden rules Vedika
Agrawal – Sports. The Sash was draped and the badges were pinned, after which they took an oath
to uphold the House Motto and School Motto and to work to the best of their ability. The House
Leader for the Green House is Mrs Papiya Debroy.
The Red House Office Bearers including
Neev Gurbaxani- Captain, Neha Isaac- Vice
Captain, Prefects-Ashita Shrivastav - Cultural
activities, Shruti Vasani - Special projects,
Gungun Kanjwani - Anti bullying, Yashasvi
Pankhule - Golden Rules, Ali Akbar D. – Sports,
received the sash and their badges and their
House flag and together the team took an oath
to uphold the House Motto with sincerity and to
the best of their ability. The House Leader for

Red House Team

Red House is Mrs Shahina Rizwan Syed.
The Yellow House Captain Sanchit
Shivliha along with the team including Swara
Borkar Vice Captain and Prefects -Siddharth
Chaware -Special projects, PSR Srihan Golden

Rules,

Khushi

Mehra

-Cultural

Activities, Siddhant Sharma -Anti Bully, Arnav
Rewatkar-Sports had their badges pinned and
unanimously took an oath to work for their
House and the school responsibly. Mrs.
Satwant Bumrah is the Yellow House Leader.

Yellow House Team

Mrs Anindita Thomas is the House Coordinator for the 4 Houses and coordinated the elections and
the Investiture ceremony along with a team of teachers from different departments.
After the solemn swearing-in of the office bearers, the school Choir sang the English song
with the motivational lyrics ‘The Leader In Me’. This was followed by Mukta ma’am’s address in
which she narrated an anecdote from Sachin Tendulkar’s life to impress upon the office bearers
that ‘Duty is above self.’ She congratulated the Student Council members and also the Principal and
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staff for the meticulous planning and for executing the programme. The event ended with a
rendition of the National Anthem followed by refreshments.
As a mark of respect and care for Nature, the newly inducted Student Council did tree
plantation in the school campus on the 22nd of July ‘22.
CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD TEAM EMERGES WINNER IN QUIZ COMPETITION
Quizkids of Centre Point School, Katol Road made a clean
sweep Airforce School in association with Mother Diary had
organised an Interschool Quiz competition commemorating the
'Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav ' on 10th August 2022. Ten schools
across Nagpur participated in the competition. CPS, KR was
represented by Vedant Agrawal (Class 12), Avnish Tripathi (Class
11), Amee Parihar (Class 9) and Nitish Ramteke (Class 7). The quiz
comprised of eleven rounds on a variety of topics such as Science,
General Knowledge, Current Affairs, Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav and
Mother Diary. Each round had 10 questions. The Centre Point
School, Katol Road team secured 30 points and emerged winners.
The students have received individual trophies and a trophy for the
school.

Winners of Airforce Quiz
Competition

QUIZKIDS OF CPS, KATOL ROAD WIN TROPHIES IN GSI QUIZ COMPETITION
Amee Parihar and Harman Singh Randhak of
class 9, Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in
the quiz on India's Freedom Struggle and the Indian
Constitution, organised and conducted by the Geological
Survey of India on 15th July’22. It was an interschool
quiz competition in which many schools from the city
had participated. The preliminary round had 2
interesting rounds-one on the freedom struggle and the
other on the Constitution. Each team was asked 2

GSI Quiz Winners

questions in each round and only 3 teams made it to the final round which was a buzzer round.
Amee Parihar and Harman Singh Randhak with their bank of knowledge and their alertness were
among the three teams that made it to the finals. They cleared the elimination round, proceeded to
the final round and emerged the second Runners-up.
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Both the quizkids were awarded trophies and merit certificates. They were mentored by
Sunita Ananthambal and Prajakta Mistri, the teachers in-charge of the quizzing activities.
MOHAMMED NASHIT OF CPS, KATOL ROAD WINS CASH AWARD
Mohammed Nashit of Class 10 of Centre Point
School, Katol Road is a promising quiz kid who brought
laurels in the Inter school Quiz competition themed
‘Eminent Indian Scientists’. VNIT, Nagpur had organized
the quiz competition to celebrate the 75th year of Indian
Independence.
150

students

from

the

city

schools

had

participated in the preliminary round of the quiz
competition. Mohammed was among the 8 participants
who reached the finals of the event. In the Finals he was
Mohammed Nashit receiving the award

the Runner up and won a cash prize of 1500/- and a merit

certificate. He was mentored by the teachers incharge- Mrs. Sunita Ananthambal and Mrs. Prajakta
Mistri.
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, Centre Point Group of Schools, congratulated the
winner.
CENTRE POINTERS CARVE A NICHE IN SPELLING BEE COMPETITION
Centre Point School, Katol Road made its presence felt at
the Interschool Spelling Bee Competition organised by Ira
International School at Scientific Society Hall on 8th August
2022.
The students from class 10, Aavani Pavithran, Anay
Jhawar, Arya Dixit, Ayaan Ahmed, Gauri Nair, Manas Singh,
Muhammed Hunain Wasti, Neha Isaac, Riddhi Dubey, Rutvee
Vasani, Shaurya Warambhe, Tejal Mewar and Vidhi Chandak put
up a brilliant show. More than 300 students from 32 schools
from in and around Nagpur participated in this mega event.
Renowned English litterateur of the city, Dr. Supantha
Bhattacharya was the Word master. He conducted 4 rigorous
rounds of Spelling Bee to finally declare the winner. In the 1st
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Anay with the Wordmaster,
Dr. Supantha Bhattacharya and
Mr. Vijay Phanshikar, Chief Editor,
The Hitavada

round students had to spell words like MICAWBER, JUGGERNAUT, RACONTEUR etc. 10 students
cleared the round with Anay Jhawar making a
direct entry into the synonym round. Aavni
Pavithran also made it to the 2nd round after
3 tough tie-breakers.
Both,

Anay

and

Aavani

sailed

through the synonym round with Anay
scoring the highest. The word pyramid
round was about correctly guessing the word
on the basis of the clues given and also using
all the words of the 1st ladder in the
Anay Jhawar Receiving The Runner-Up Trophy

consecutive words. Anay Jhawar scored a

perfect score of 10/10 and stormed into the final round where the two finalists had the final
face off. They had to spell the words posed to them by the Wordmaster aloud. In a nail-biting
finish, Anay lost to the winner by one point. He was declared the Runner-up. He received a
trophy and a certificate for his stupendous performance. All the students also received
certificates of participation.
The students were trained by Vidhi Ambwani, Rinku Chakraborty and Esther Tudu.
CPS, KATOL ROAD EMERGES ZONAL WINNER OF COUNTINGWELL MATHS PREMIER LEAGUE
2022-23
Students of classes 7, 8, 9 of Centre Point School, Katol Road took up the challenge of
participating in the Countingwell Maths Premier League 2022 which is India’s Inter-School Maths
Championship competition. The students registered online for the competition before 12th July
2022. They had appeared for the initial test between 12th July - 5th Aug’22. The finals were
conducted online on 6th Aug’22. From all over the country total students registered were 60,000+,
around 8000 cleared the initial round and 4000+ reached the finals. From Centre Point School,
Katol Road 60 students took baseline assessment and 57 qualified for the final assessment. Out of
these 29 CPSKR students were rank holders. These included
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The results were as follows:
S.No.
Name

Class

Category

Category

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

7
8
6
9
7
7
8
7
7
9
6
9
9
9
7
9
8
7
7
8
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
8
8

Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Masters
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Masters
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Masters
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Masters
Enthusiasts
Masters
Masters
Masters
Enthusiasts
Masters
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Masters
Masters
Masters
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts

Top 3
Top 25
Top 25
Top 25
Top 25
Top 25
Top 25
Top 25
Top 25
Top 25
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 125
Top 20%
Top 20%
Top 20%
Top 20%

2
4
6
7
9
13
13
17
18
22
26
29
41
43
49
52
56
57
58
61
88
94
106
122
124
127
140
152
176

Kavish Agrawal
Laveena Kungwani
Maahum Owais Talib
Amee Parihar
Laksh Ladwani
Panav Amit Khandelwal
Aditya Arora
Devansh Rekhi
Laksh Vasayani
Harman Singh Randhak
Medhanshu Shahane
Pranav Singh
Maitreya Sushil Ghodeswar
Neil Thakkar
Alisha Deshpande
Rushil Shroff
Aayush Bhardwaj
Sparsh Amol Jaiswal
Riyansh Gupta
Khanak Darda
Aradhya
Darshil Rathi
Priyanshi Khungar
Gargi Vivek Nikose
Binisha Gadkhel
Archit Deshpande
Saksham Bansal
Tanishka Sibal
Jasma Ansari

Centre Point School, Katol Road emerged the ZONAL WINNERS in the event. The
coordinator for the competition was Mrs. Sanjivanee Damle of the Mathematics department.
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD TALENT SHINES IN STATE LEVEL COMPETITIONS
Talented students of Centre
Point School, Katol Road performed
extremely well in the inter school state
level competitions hosted by Nath
Valley School, Aurangabad as part of
its Monsoon Festival. The events were
held on 30th and 31st July in its
beautiful sprawling green campus in
Aurangabad. Centre Point School, Katol
Road brought laurels by winning in 3

The Team That Brought Laurels to School

events. Eighteen schools from all over
Maharashtra participated in these competitions.
In the SOLO POETRY RECITATION Competition,
Amaira Sapkal of class 5 bagged the 1st position with her
wonderful rendition of a poem titled ‘The Colour Of My
Dreams’. She rendered the poem with perfect actions and
diction using simple meaningful props and became the darling
of the judges for her impressive performance. She won a trophy,
a merit certificate and a cash prize of 3000/-. Mrs. Renu Singh
and Mrs. Jilpa Pasad mentored Amaira.
In the QUIZ COMPETITION, Gurjap Batra of class 9 and Amaira Sapkal-winner of Solo poetry
Siddharth Chaware of class 10 emerged winners from among 18

recitation

teams of different schools. There was a written
elimination round in which the teams had to answer 25
quiz questions. The duo from CPS, Katol road qualified
for the finals with 5 other teams. The finals consisted of
6 rounds and the CPSKR quizzers maintained their lead
right from the first round and won by a comfortable
margin. They jointly won a Trophy, Cash prize of 5000/and a merit Certificate each. Their mentors were Mrs.
Siddharth & Gurjap-The Quiz Winners
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In the two day NATH VALLEY MODEL UNITED NATIONS event, Centre Point School, Katol
Road sent a 12 member delegation to different committees. Eight students secured positions in
their respective committees. They debated eloquently on various topics of global and national
concern. As young diplomats and policy makers representing different countries the students
passed resolutions for resolving disputes and problems.
Shivaansh Nigam in UNSC, Vedant Agarwal in DISEC, Amin Haq in UNEP impressed their
Chair with their in-depth research and pointed arguments and were adjudged the BEST DELEGATE.
They won a trophy, a merit certificate and a Cash prize of 5000/- each.
Atharva Jawangal in UNSC and Kritika Uppal in UNHRC were applauded with the High
Commendation position by their Chair. They won a merit certificate and a cash prize of 3000/-each.
Pratyush Jaiswal received Special Mention and received a merit certificate.
Isha Tapadiya and Aarna Thakur, both first time Munners, were recognized by Verbal
Mention. They received merit certificates. Vardan Maalhan, Aadhya Mishra, Siya Puniyani and Aashi
Mansoorbhai gave valuable inputs and received participation certificates. The Munners were
trained by Mrs Tripti Rathi.
In the Fusion Dance Competition, accomplished danseuse of CPSKR Aashita Shrivastav
and Sanskruti Shrikhande were applauded for their stage presence and performance and received
participation certificates. They were trained by Mrs. Maya Mukherjee, Mr. Alister Anthony and
MsTriveni.All the participants were felicitated in the school assembly and were congratulated by
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal and Vice Principals, Mrs. Renu Singh and Mrs. Delnaaz Kapoor and
the staff and students for their success.

The Jubilant Munners with
Tripti ma'am
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD TEACHERS RECEIVE EDUCATORS IMPACT
AWARD-2022
Two trained and dedicated faculty of Centre
Point School, Katol Road are proud recipients of
LIGHTHOUSE LEARNING PVT. LTD. EDUCATORS
Impact Award -2022. Getting selected after a
vigorous screening and emerging successful after
three rounds of online interviews conducted by an
eminent jury, both Nupur Sircar and Sunitha
Ananthambal have brought laurels to the school by
being awarded the LLPL Educators Impact Award.

Nupur Sircar

Sunitha Ananthambal

Mrs. Nupur Sircar, who has been serving for
long years in Mothers Pet Kindergarten and in Centre Point School Katol Road, teaches English and
Social Science and is adept in winning admiration and trust of her students with her subject
competency and her pleasing persona. She went through three zoom sessions and was nominated
and announced the winner in K 12 Primary Teachers and Coordinators category.
Mrs. Sunitha Ananthambal with about 18 years of teaching experience in Centre Point
School, Katol Road, is an exemplary teacher teaching in the middle and high school. She makes
Mathematics easy for her students. She is in total control inside the four walls of her class and
commands both respect and discipline from her students. She provides excellent guidance and
training to the quizkids of CPSKR and shoulders many responsibilities over and above the call of her
duty. She was nominated and has received the 2nd Runner-up prize in the Middle School category.
After three protracted interviews answering their subject related questions, their teaching
philosophy, their awareness about other subject related exams on the international front and other
questions related to teaching ideology, both the CENSTAR teachers of CPSKR were bestowed with
the prestigious award.
The Director Principal, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly congratulated the two awardees and they were met
with applause in the school assembly.
CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD EQUIPPED WITH NEW LED BOARDS
Centre Point School, Katol Road now boasts of an additional new building which has not
only made the campus more spacious but has equipped it with latest technology.
All classrooms including ICT lab are now equipped with LED screens (IIP Senses Panel)
India’s leading interactive panel and whiteboard. This has enabled teachers to teach concepts
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accurately and effectively. It is rated India’s Best Intelligent Interactive Panel for Education. The

Staff using the Smart Boards

Students attention captured

school takes pride in imparting quality education and this panel just adds to that quality. A few
benefits for the faculty and students include:
1. Visual Stimulation. Visual aids help understand complicated concepts much faster and with
greater clarity.
2. Increases Attentiveness. A smart interactive white board is one of the best tools for both students
and teachers as it evokes excitement. This also helps retain information for a longer period.
3. Provides continuous assessment. A smart board is recognised to be one of the best tools used to
provide continuous assessments.
4. Expands Learning Horizon. Every child has his own calibre and inclination and concepts in
learning are selectively understood. Smart boards have the ability to animate the dull subjects too.
To conclude- ‘Communication’ is the most important aspect of teaching, with smart boards being
one of the best tools used to communicate in Centre Point School, Katol Road.

Art being Taught
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BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN CLASS X STUDENTS IN AISSE 2022!
Facing challenges every step of the way, Class X students of Centre Point School, WN finally
put a tumultuous year behind them when they romped home with a stellar performance in the
CBSE AISSE 2022 Board Examinations. With their diligence and determination they reaped rich
dividends as they added yet another feather in their caps of success.
Bringing laurels to their school and raising the bars of performance even further, Siddhant
Kumar cornered glory with a whopping 99.2% and emerged the school topper. Following
closely at his heels was Jai Gupta with an equally outstanding 99% with Aditya Saboo
claiming the third highest berth with an amazing 98.8%.
Proving their mettle once again, the students have shown that every storm can be braced
with an iron will, be it oscillating between online and offline classes or conduct of examinations.
They have also proved that extracurricular activities are never a hurdle in achieving academic
excellence with as many as 18 students securing a perfect 100 score. While 10 students landed
a perfect 100 in Sanskrit, 4 students achieved the same benchmark score both in
Mathematics and Science.
With their exemplary performance speaking volumes for their hard work, the number of
students with an overall percentage of 90% and above stood at 55 out of 217 while those
securing above 95% in each subject are as mentioned below:
ENGLISH

-

44

HINDI

-

11 (out of 75 students)

SANSKRIT

-

54 (out of 142 students)

MATHEMATICS

16

SCIENCE

28

-

SOCIAL STUDIES

21

Equally impressive are the number of students securing A1 grades in every subject:
ENGLISH

-

72

HINDI

-

21

SANSKRIT

-

81

MATHEMATICS

41

SCIENCE

47

-

SOCIAL STUDIES
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These super achievers were all smiles when they were heartily applauded by the
management, Principal Mrs Kanchan Ukey, Vice Principals, teachers and their fellow students for
their superlative performance and wished continued success in the future.

Siddhanth Kumar
99.2%

Jai Gupta
99%

Tulika Kelwani
98.4%

Ruchi Juneja
97.6%

Ved Shende
96.8%

Kanchan Agrawal
96.4%
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Aditya Saboo
98.8%

Arwa Wali
98.6%

Bhumika Agrawal
97.6%

Sanket Maheshwari
97%

Tanya Agrawal
95.4%

Misty Kukreja
94.6%
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Aryan Awachat
94.6%

Kanak Kothari
94.4%

Siddhi Suchak
94.2%

Mahi Daulkar
94.2%

Vicky Lakhwani
94%

Supriya Kumbhare
94%

Harshita Jhanwar
94%

Nivedita Choudhary
93.8%
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Gunisha Jain
94.4%

Vrushali Mehta
94.2%

Himanshu Purohit
94.2%

Bhoomi Jain
94.2%

Palak Bhavnani
94%

Kaivalya Maske
94%

Yasha Motiyani
93.6%
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Vanya Agrawal
93.4%

Ojas Mahale
93.2%

Kavya Shah
93.2%

Hajra Sharief
93.2%

Akshat Shah
93.2%

Chirag Mehadia
93%

Shibam Kotal
92.8%

Samreen Saini
92.8%

Ankush Batra
92.4%

Sankalp Mohta
92.2%

Bharat Gupta
92.2%

Sahil Maroo
92%

Akshad Waghwani
91.8%

Shubh Bajaj
91.8%
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Mayank Bhojwani
91.8%

Aditya Sahoo
91.2%
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Dinky Somaiya
91%

Yug Shah
90.8%

Harsh Bajaj
90.6%

Rishank Chutke
90.2%

Sarthak Srivastava
90.8%

Madhav Agrawal
90.4%

Sukrit Agrawal
90%

Shree Nakade
90.6%

Pragya Kochar
90.6%

Yug Kamdar
90.4%

Hussein Akolawala
90.4%

Disha Sarda
90%

CPSWN CLASS XII STUDENTS ACE AISSCE BOARD EXAMINATION 2022!
With their resounding success in the AISSCE 2022, Class XII students of Centre Point
School, WN have once again proved their mettle by braving the havoc caused by the treacherous
tentacles of the pandemic to give their hundred percent to academics. From the 188 students
appearing for the examination, a total of 42 students secured scores above 90%.
Shyam Pachisia made the school very proud as he stole the limelight with an impressive
97% to emerge the school topper from the Commerce Stream. Following him very closely at his
heels came four students namely Garima Malhotra, Kashish Patel, Parth Batra and Unnati
Khandelwal with an equally outstanding 95.6%. Parv Agrawal claimed the third highest
berth with a commendable 94.8%.
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The Science Stream saw Kalash Bhattad claim the pole position with an amazing
96.6% followed close behind by Atharva Nanoti who was jubilant to get 96% in his kitty. Mehak
Agrawal romped home with a very praiseworthy 95.4% to her credit.
Ayush Purohit had every reason to stand tall with pride as he achieved a whopping 95.4%
to emerge the highest scorer in the Humanities Stream followed by Katyani Singh who earned
92.2% to her credit with a 100 in History.
A spree of 100s were scored by as many as 13 students in various subjects which include 6
students scoring a perfect 100 in Business Studies, 2 in Chemistry and Physical Education
and 1 each in Economics, History and Biology.
But of course, this brilliant performance earned these super achievers hearty
congratulations from the school management, the Principal Mrs Kanchan Ukey, Vice Principals and
staff of the school.

SCIENCE STREAM

Kalash Bhattad
96.6%

Atharva Nanoti
96%

Harman Agrawal
94%

Harsha Arora
93.6%
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Mehak Agrawal
95.4%

Anshul Kamble
93%
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Mahak Gayki
95.2%

Advit Deshpande
93%

Aarchi Modi
92.6%

Knishka Hemane
91%

Aditi Rathi
91.6%

Fatema Ali
91%

Stuti Jain
91.4%

Harsh Patel
90.6%

Nishit Patel
91.4%

Vedika Disawal
90.4%

Hrishita Patni
90%

COMMERCE STREAM

Shyam Pachisia
97%

Parth Batra
95.6%

Garima Malhotra
95.6%

Parv Agrawal
94.8%
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Unnati Khandelwal
95.6%

Mudrika Mantri
93.6%
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Kashish Patel
95.6%

Daksha Agrawal
93.6%

Saiyam Maroo
93.2%

Stuti Jain
92.4%

Pratam Nahata
91.4%

Sakshi Agrawal
92.8%

Vinit Kalra
92.2%

Harsh Sharma
91.4%

Rudra Patel
92.6%

Dhinal Lakhwani
92.6%

Vahista Gupta
92.2%

Riya Chhajed
91.4%

Sauman Khan
90.8%

Eshikaa Madan
90.6%

Harshita Waliokar
90.4%

HUMANITIES STREAM

Ayush Purohit
95.4%
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Katyani Singh
92.2%

Janhavi Walke
91.8%
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Rianna Chopra
91%

CPSWN JUNIORS ENJOY ‘FUN WITH MATHEMATICS’
Members of the Student Council and class teachers teamed up to organize a fun and
interesting activity for the young minds
of Class 1 at Centre Point School, WN on
5th August ’22 to spark their curiosity
and interest in mathematics.
Dividing each class children
into 4 House groups, the organizers
conducted 4 exciting rounds with a
bonus round as a finale. The first
round had the students comparing

Fun with Mathematics for the little ones

numbers but with a twist, where crocodiles were used to depict the greater than, smaller than sign
and equal to signs. The next round engaged the students completely as they unraveled the
scrambled names of different shapes. In the third round, students had to guess the name of a
number which rhymed with the given sentences. The fourth and last round named ‘What will come
next’ comprised of different shape patterns in which students had to guess what would come next.
In the engrossing bonus round, students had to fill blanked out slots in a descending order number
series as quickly as they could to earn those precious extra points.
The little mathematicians were extremely enthusiastic about learning something new from
the world of numbers and participated actively. The teachers too gave a positive feedback, stating
that their students thoroughly enjoyed the activity and commended the Student Council for the
smooth conduct of the event.
CPSWN WONDER CHILD WINS PRESTIGIOUS AWARD
Smart, exuberant, talented and gracious is Kaavya Raj Agrawal
in a nutshell. This Class 6 genius from Centre Point School, WN
believes in exploring and nurturing his interests and talents when he is
not poring over his books and acing exams. No wonder time is so
precious for Kaavya!
While most children his age kept themselves busy on gadgets or
simply lazing around during the lockdown, Kaavya authored his very
own book, drawing inspiration from the Bhagwad Gita. He
translated this sacred book in his own words!!
Kaavya Agrawal
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When The Child Prodigy Award Foundation asked for applicants, his name justifiably
figured in the long list of 1,56,873 applicants. His joy and elation knew no bounds when he was
handpicked from amongst all these applicants and declared to be the very proud winner of
the Child Prodigy Award for the year 2022! What a tremendous achievement for a youngster his
age!!
Needless to say, he was heartily congratulated by the Principal, Mrs Kanchan Ukey, the Vice
Principals, teachers and all his mates for his fantastic feat. Mrs Ukey also encouraged all the
students to read his book. He was wished the very best for his future endeavours and sweet success
in all of them!
KUDOS TO ALL CPSWN ACADEMICIANS!

Some of the
elated winners
with their
equally proud
teachers

Applauding excellence in academics is as important a part and parcel of educational growth
as lauding other achievements and Centre Point School, WN goes all out to do just that at the end of
every academic session with an annual prize distribution ceremony which every student looks
forward to with bated breath.
Held this year on 6th May ’22, the ceremony awarded merit certificates to all the toppers
of Classes 9 and 11 in the previous session. Since the last session was a combination of offline
and online classes, exams were also conducted along similar lines. The students showed immense
grit in the second half and excelled in their year-end examinations. Their hard work finally bore
fruit when many high achievers were awarded certificates of merit for General Proficiency,
General Progress and individual toppers in every subject.
The Principal, Mrs Kanchan Ukey warmly congratulated all the proud winners and their
teachers for all the hard work invested by them during the last extra-ordinary session.
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CPSWN STUDENTS EXCEL IN INDIAN CLASSICAL VOCAL AND TABLA EXAM

Passing the
Hindustani
Classical Music
Exam with flying
colours

Talented and upcoming music buffs from Centre Point School, WN romped home with flying
colours when they appeared for their Hindustani Classical Music Exam for Indian Classical
Music and Tabla conducted every year by the Akhil Bhartiya Gandharva Mahavidyalaya Mandal of
Mumbai.
In the Hindustani Classical Music Exam, Kavish Jain of Class 8 secured the first position
in the Praveshika Purna while Ananya Goyenka and Saee Gawande from Classes 7 and 4
respectively also cleared the Prarambhik exam in the first division. Young Arohi Taywade of
Class 4 surpassed everyone by securing a Distinction in the same category.
In the Tabla Exam, Shlok Lohiya and Yuvan Agrawal of Class 5 attained an admirable
Distinction in their Praveshika Purna Exam.
All these high fliers made their mentors, Mr Sanjay Taywade for vocals and Mr Milind
Upadhye for Tabla extremely proud of their achievement. They were all heartily congratulated by
the school management and staff for their wonderful performance.
DOLLOPS OF FUN WITH INTER-HOUSE ACTIVITIES AT CPSWN
Inter-House activities have always been
a source of good fun and entertainment
for all classes at Centre Point School, WN
as they inculcate team spirit and goodnatured friendly competition between the
four houses of the school.
15th and 16th July saw the School
Council members conducting inter-house
Playing rounds of Dumb Charades
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activities for Classes 4 to 10 on different themes, giving the participants a chance to showcase
different aspects of their creativity. Classes 4
and 5 participated in ‘Spellathon’, a threeround exciting activity which had House
teams choosing the correct spellings of words
from MCQs as fast as they could and
celebrating every correct answer! The game
Students enacting expressions related to the school

certainly challenged their language skills and
made them learn new words.

‘Jingle Making’ for Classes 6 and 7 spanned 4 rounds like ‘Gibberish’ and ‘Mystery
Pictionary’ in which House groups had loads of fun as they battled it out for supremacy. Classes 8,
9 and 10 enjoyed Dumb Charades and Pictionary thoroughly, enacting phrases related to school
events and experiences and guessing logos of brand names.
August had the students of Classes 9 and
10 having a whale of a time pitting their creative
pits when they participated in the ‘Shark Tank’
activity inspired by the famous reality show. Not
only did they have to come up with unique
features for a fictitious product but also had to
devise their sales pitch. It was a hard fought battle
all around!

Enjoyed rounds of Pictionary!

Selected students of Class 10 assisted the Student Council members in conducting all the
activities successfully. The teachers too had only words of praise when they stated that their
students thoroughly enjoyed the activities and commended the Student Council for conducting and
managing everything so well.

An interesting round of Spellathon underway

Showcasing their ingenious products on Shark Tank
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CLASS X SOFT BOARD COMPETITION AT CPSWN
The first exciting Inter-House competition to engage the seniors after the induction of the
Student Council at Centre Point School, WN was the soft board competition for Class X themed
on the Investiture Ceremony held on 8th July ’22.
With enthusiasm and energy levels running high, all the participants including members of
the Student Council could be seen scurrying about brainstorming on ideas and pooling in their art
material in the build up to the final day. D Day finally saw them all assembled in the senior library
doing their valuable bit to complete their boards in time. Creativity flowed freely as wonderful
ideas came alive on their charts with each House linking their themes to the mottos of their Houses.
While Green House depicted the importance of a unified front using the symbol of a fist,
Yellow House showcased the need to keep persevering for excellence through the wellknown ‘Hare and the Tortoise’ fable.
Blue House displayed the inherent qualities with which its members would work
with compassion and courage while Red House brought in a patriotic spirit which drives one
and all with discipline and determination. The School Captain and Vice –Captain also worked on
their board depicting the important role and participation of the Student Council in all the major
events of the school, from assisting in organizing and executing them to encouraging active
participation from students just like a lighthouse plays a key role in guiding ships to safety.
The hard work and creative inputs of all the participants and their concerned teachers
earned them a big round of applause from all appreciative eyes including the management and staff
of the school. Of course, the winners received their congratulations with pats on their backs all
around!
Here’s a look at the scores of the four Houses:
Blue House:

66 (winner)

Yellow House:

65

Green House:

58

Red House:

56
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Blue House

Yellow House

Green House

Red House
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School Captain and
Vice-Captain soft board

CPSWN HERITAGE CLUB SHINES IN INTACH
Enthusiastic members of the Heritage Club at Centre
Point School, WN added another feather in their success cap
when they participated in competitions recently organized by
the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage
(INTACH).

These

events

aim

at

institutionalizing

the

conservation of the unprotected architectural heritage all over
the country.
A Class 9 grader, Hitanshi Kewlani put her creativity to
good use when she designed
a badge to commemorate
World
Hitanshi Kewlani

Population

Day.

Competing in the ‘Badge

Making’ event, she bagged the 3rd Prize and was the proud
recipient of a certificate appreciating her efforts.
In yet another interesting event in which participants
were asked to submit an article on ‘Fibre Fusion’, Mustafa
Hirani’s write-up was adjudged the ‘Best Entry’ and the
elated Class 7 grader was awarded a book and a certificate
as his prize.
Both these super achievers mentored by Mrs. Nisreen

Mustafa Hirani

Sabir were congratulated by the school management and staff and wished the best for all future
challenges!
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CLASS 3 PROJECT DISPLAYS AT CPSWN
Youngsters of Class 3 at Centre Point School, WN researched, performed activities, drew
and painted and much more as part of their creative inputs for their Class Projects which were put
up for display for the parents on 5th Aug ‘22. With their teacher-facilitators, they worked on
wonderful ideas and explored various aspects of their topics which they later compiled and
presented in front of their parents. Each of the projects was well liked by the visitors who lauded
the efforts of the youngsters and teachers alike. Not only were their choice of topics found relevant
but their depth of research was also appreciated.
Here’s a look at the projects worked on by
them:
Class: 3A; Class Teacher: Mrs Kalpana Nerkar
Topic: Waste Management
Learning Objectives:
1. The students learnt that waste is an unwanted
material which is considered to be no longer useful.
2. They understood that biodegradable waste decays
and mixes with the soil.
3. They came to know that composting is the process of rotting and conversion of kitchen and
animal waste into manure.
4. They understood that by using the 3Rs concept, we can manage the garbage generated in our
surroundings.
Expert Talk: Mrs. Shubra Sanyal.
Class: 3B, Class Teacher: Mrs Ruma Das
Topic: Cylindrical Shapes
Learning Objectives:
1.The students came to know that cylinders are
used in everyday life as they are easy to
construct.
2. They understood that cylindrical bottles and
cans are used because they do not have
corners and this makes pouring from them easy.
3.They realized that they are easy to hold with a hand as they are without corners.
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4.They learnt about a new shape called frustum (shape of glasses with wide mouth and
tapering at the bottom with a small base.)
Expert Talk: Mrs. Bhavana Samant
Class: 3C; Class Teacher: Mrs Bindia Agrawal
Topic: Tomatoes
Learning Objectives:
1. Students learnt about the business strategy
behind 'Import and export' as tomatoes do not
grow in all the countries, cities, etc.
2. They came to know that pickles can be made
from tomatoes.
3. They understood that preservatives are
added to food to store them for a longer period of time.
4. They learnt how to check the weight of the things we buy.
5. They came to know how to find how many seeds tomatoes have and how they grow
Expert Talk: Mrs Neha Goyal
Class: 3D; Class Teacher: Mrs Fehmida Yusuf
Topic: Threads
Learning Objectives:

1. Students came to know how threads are made.
2. They came to know how different materials are made use
of to get threads.
3. They understood that different parts of plants are used to
make threads.
4. They learnt that dyeing and weaving of threads can be
done to get different patterns.
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Class: 3E; Class Teacher: Mrs Vani Jog
Topic: Masks
Learning Objectives:
1. The students came to know that for
centuries, various cultures have used
masks as a way to express individual
and group identity.
2. They understood that wearing face
masks is recommended as part of
personal protective equipment and as a
public health measure to prevent the spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.
3. They learnt throughout their exploration of world history about a culture by analysing the masks
used by its people.
4. They learnt to identify the diversity of sociocultural, ethical, and political meanings attributed to
face masks and how they might impact public health policies and how they should be considered in
health communication.
5. They understood that the smiles worn by African Americans were only a façade used to survive
and get ahead, a mask used to hide their pain and resentment at being treated unfairly in the
segregated and unequal context of post–Civil War America.
CPSWN’S MATHEMATICAL GENIUSES EARN ACCOLADES
The brilliant duo representing Centre
Point School, WN at CENFEST, the inter-school
academic event hosted by CPS Katol Road came
up with a fantastic performance and earned
accolades all the way.
Participating in the ‘Mathematical Quiz’,
the team of Darsh Disawal (Class 8) and
Aadhyan

Padole

(Class

9)

faced

some

challenging rounds to finish at the 2nd Position
and were awarded a cash prize of 1000/-

The Maths Quiz winners

rupees each.
Ably trained by Mrs Sana Seth, Mrs Sonal Dhabalia and Mrs Yogita Wadbudhe, the winners
were heartily applauded by the school management and staff for their super achievement.
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CPSWN SCIENCE MODEL WINS HEARTS AT CENFEST
The team of young innovative change-makers from Centre Point School, WN proved their
mettle when they participated in CENFEST
organized by CPS Katol Road every year for
various subjects.
Showcasing their talents in the
Science Model-making Competition held
on 2nd Aug ‘22, the team brainstormed on
the

topic

‘Self

Sufficiency

in

Power

Generation in Rural Areas’ and came up

The winners with their innovative model

with innovative ideas. They depicted a village that was self-sufficient in power generation using
various modes of energy like windmill, solar panels, community solar cooker, ethanol production
plant, hydroelectricity, biogas and drip irrigation. The model was entirely made from scratch by the
students in just 3 hours of time.
The team of Class 6 and 7 graders
namely Nirja Saboo, Nazia Chimthanawala,
Sharvari

Bhongade

and

Vihang Mahajan

achieved this feat and bagged the 3rd Prize in the
event.
Trained by Mrs. Deepali Vaidya and Mrs.
Rupali Bose, they were congratulated by the
school

management

and

staff

for

their

praiseworthy performance.

The Science Model Making winners

CPSWN HOLDS ‘CENQUIZ 2022’
Quizzers at Centre Point School, WN
eagerly looked forward to the much-awaited
Inter-House Quiz competition, ‘CenQUIZ
2022’ which was conducted on 29th Aug ‘22
in the spacious NKP Salve Hall. The excited
participants from Classes 6, 7 and 8 locked
horns for some challenging rounds which
had even the audience sitting at the edge of
Engrossed in the exciting quiz
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its seats.
Four main rounds namely Connectors, Math-E-Magic, Choice ‘O’ Mania and the RapidFire Round were anchored smoothly by a few Class X students from the Quiz Club with each round
having 4 sub rounds.
Based on Science, ‘Connectors’, the first round had the participants answering direct
questions, clued ones and a visual round.
The second round, ‘Math-E-Magic’ saw
the quizzers guessing certain shapes
displayed on the screen, cracking the
code, guessing the number of triangles
given in a figure and completing the
Matrix by deducing what would come
next in the sequence.

All the elated participants and their teachers

The penultimate round, ‘Choice ‘O’ Mania’ was based on Information Technology and had
a variety of subtopics like Companies, Founders, Social Media, Coding, etc. in which the teams had
to select and answer either 30 pointer, 20 pointer or 10 pointer questions on it. The final round for
the day was the ‘Rapid-Fire’ round in which the teams were given a question paper with 8 MCQs
each based on 5 different topics which had to be solved within a limited time.
The teams put their best foot forward and gave a wonderful performance with the Green
House emerging the champion for the day. The audience and the teachers thoroughly enjoyed
the quiz as well and applauded the Quiz Club team for putting up such a great show!

The Quiz winners and the Club Team
members
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CPSWN JUNIOR COLLEGE BAG ROLLING TROPHY AT SYMBIOSIS CONFERENCE

Proudly lifting the
Rolling Trophy at the
Symbiosis Conference

Seniors at Centre Point School, WN brought home many laurels including the prestigious
Rolling Trophy when they enthusiastically participated in the second edition of the Symbiosis
Business Conference. Prior to the 2-day conference, the institute conducted an informative
orientation session for students informing them about their diverse committees like E - Commerce,
Finance, Marketing, Human Resources and the IPL auction.
The conference provided an excellent learning experience for the students as they got to
explore various prospects of the corporate world. They filled the shoes of executives of reputable
companies and not only took up the responsibilities that it entailed but also used their diplomacy
and persuasive skills to their finest to crack beneficial deals.
Our participating students proved their mettle and brought glory to the school with their
outstanding performances in various teams such as the IPL team consisting of Yatharth Gandhe,
Paarth Pahlajani, Sukrit Agrawal and Raghav Agrawal which won a whopping cash prize of
20,000 rupees. In the Production House Committee, Dhruv Maniyar and Divya Jain won High
Commendation for their admirable contribution to the committee while Mayank Sawankar
and Vaibhav Karemore won Verbal Mentions. Abhyomi Tiwari and Naman Parekh won
Verbal Mentions in the E -Commerce Committee while Arwa Vali also won the Verbal
Mention in the Legal Rights Committee.
Already feeling inspired and full of ideas post the conference, the cherry on the cake came
when the school was presented with a Rolling Trophy for maximum participation in the
conference.
Together with their mentors, Mrs Renu Muniyal and Mrs Aparna Mukherjee, the elated
students were heartily applauded for their success by the management and staff of the school. They
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look forward to more such conferences in the future that serve as an excellent platform to inculcate
and sharpen 21st century skills.

The jubilant Symbiosis
Conference winners

CPSWN CODERS EMERGE WINNERS OF ‘CODE FEST 2022’
A team of coding enthusiasts and upcoming developers from Centre Point School, WN stole
the spotlight when they participated in the Code Fest, a series of Hackathons organized by the NHack Coding Club at Neerja Modi School, Jaipur to provide coding enthusiasts and budding
developers with opportunities to learn and master new skills and build awesome projects.
The all-girls team of Avani Agrawal and
Vaibhavi Sugandh (Class X), Jumana Gulzar and
Devisa Chakrabarti (Class IX) and Taskin
Chimthanawala (Class VIII) participated in one
of the two Hackathons namely ‘Her Code’, an
exclusive one for girls. Their creation, a blog on
‘Women Empowerment’ outdid all others to
clinch the 1st Prize and the team was awarded a
School

Trophy

and

a

Certificate

for

its

The elated Code Fest winners

achievement.
All participants in both the Hackathons, the second one being ‘We Code’ attended a series of
3 workshops prior to the event on 6th, 7th and 8th July to help them prepare for the competition and
ovide a ladder for their STEM and entrepreneurial journey. The workshops included Basic coding
with Python and Github, HTML+ CSS + Javascript (web development tools) and Backend Web
Development with Django. The deadline for submitting their projects was 10th July with the final
presentation and judges round for Her Code and We Code on 11th and 12th July respectively.
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The ecstatic winners as well as their mentor, Mrs. Smita Chakankar received a huge round
of applause from the management and staff of the school for their fabulous achievement.
CPSWN WHIZ KIDS ACE SIP CHALLENGES
With their quick thinking and
mental Maths expertize, youngsters of
Centre Point School, WN earned laurels
when they bagged top awards in
national level competitions.
A Class IV grader, Raghav
Jhawar performed brilliantly in the
18th National Abacus and Mental
Arithmetic Competition conducted as
part of SIP National Prodigy 2022. He
Raghav Jhawar

Vihan Ratan

won the State Performer Award for

achieving a Benchmark performance of Maharashtra.
Vihan Ratan, another Class IV student attended Abacus Prodigy Exam from SIP National
India Contest in which he cleared the state level and was proudly presented the State
Performance Award for achieving a Benchmark performance of Maharashtra.
Both the super achievers were lauded by the school management and staff for their
outstanding achievement.
CPSWN AERO MODELLERS EXCEL AT ALL INDIA LEVEL
Centre Pointers from WN gave a
shining

performance

when

they

participated in the Boeing-IIT National
Aero modelling Competition which was
organized at the National Level.
The team of Hakimuddin Hirani,
Mitesh Dhawale and Ishan Bhoyar
bagged the Silver Medal at the All
India Level and were awarded a
whopping cash prize of 25,000 rupees.
Winners of the Aero modelling Competition
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The team, which had every reason to be on cloud nine, was heartily congratulated by the
management and staff of the school for its stupendous achievement.
CPSWN DANCE ENTHUSIAST EARNS LAURELS
It is heartening to see young children
taking active interest in learning Indian Classical
Performing arts and Centre Point School, WN
students are no less.
A young and upcoming Dance enthusiast,
Saanvi Upadhyaya appeared for her Praveshika
Pratham Kathak Exam which is conducted by
Akhil Bhartiya Gandharva Mahavidyalaya every
year. A Class 6 grader, she performed well and
Saanvi Upadhyaya

passed with flying colours in the 1st Division.

She along with mentors, Mrs. Abha Parashar and Mr. Milind Upadhayaya was applauded by
the management and staff of the school for her fine achievement.
CPSWN’S VERY OWN GOOGLE CERTIFIED TRAINER
It was a very proud moment for Centre Point
School, WN when one of its senior faculty members,
Mrs Renu Muniyal earned laurels for herself and
the school with her nomination for the Master
trainers of Training programme by Google
Certified Educators organized by COE, Pune.
Mrs Muniyal attended the online training
programme conducted by CBSE in partnership with
Google for Education to equip educators all over the
country with Integrated Technology. It empowered
educators to deliver hybrid learning using tools in
the Google Workspace for Education-Google Docs,

Mrs Muniyal listed in the Google Educators
Directory

Slides, Sheets, Jamboard, Google Classroom and YouTube among others.
The GCE Level 1 Master Teacher Training programme facilitated the educators to
understand the different models of technology integration, develop integrated lesson plans, use
technology in the classroom in all curriculum areas and develop higher order thinking skills. This
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programme consisted of workshops, course material, assignments and assessments. Together with
Mrs Muniyal, three more teachers namely Mrs Anusha Trivedi, Mrs Bhavana Samant and Mrs Rupa
Dutta also successfully achieved Google Level 1 Certification.
Mrs Muniyal was provided vouchers
by Mahattattva to appear for the Global
Google Certification Exams. As a Google
Certified

Trainer,

she

now

has

the

opportunity to educate leaders, educators
and marketers with Google tools. It also
enables her to be part of the Global
Community of Educators, Free licenses to
Edtech Tools, Early Access to Google Tools
and upcoming releases. She is also proudly
featured in the Google for Education’s global EDU Directory.
In order to earn this certification, she completed several courses and cleared exams at
different levels namely the 21 hour Certified Trainer Course, the Trainer Skills Assessment exam to
assess the readiness to train others and the 15 hour Google Educator Level 1 course, successfully
completing the proctored three hour exam to earn the certification. She also validated the expertise
on advanced technology integration skills with the Google Educator Level 2 Certification and
completed the 15 hour course + proctored 3 hour exam as well as applied for Google Certified
Trainer certification by submitting an extensive trainer video and required documentation. Her
entry was reviewed for a month before announcing the confirmation.
All smiles after receiving the recognition, she cited that she embarked on this journey
sometime in Jan 2021 to complete this certification in 6 months and thought this would enable her
to enhance her learning practices and what she does in her profession.
Needless to say she was heartily congratulated by the management and staff of the school
for her superfluous achievement and wished many more such success stories in the days to come.
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CPSWN’s KHYATI WINS HEARTS AT CONVERGENCE
A charming and talented Centre Pointer from WN stole the limelight when she participated
in a series of competitions titled ‘Convergence’ organized by Delhi Public School, Lucknow.
A Class 2 grader, Khyati Kharabe bagged the 2nd Prize in her category which was called
‘Navapallam Natika’. This online competition saw students performing a solo act based on a
grammar topic. Khyati performed beautifully on the topic - ‘opposites’ and her perfect
diction, expression and use of props assured her the 2nd position at this National Level
competition.
All smiles, Khyati gave credit for her accomplishment to her parents and her teachers who
helped her to prepare well. She as well as the Hindi Department was applauded by the management
and staff of the school for her superb achievement.

Khyati Kharabe

Khyati’s solo act on ‘opposites’

A SPREE OF PRIZES FOR CPSWN DELEGATES AT NATH VALLEY
Centre Pointers from WN cornered glory when they participated in the prestigious Nath
Valley Monsoon Festival
venued in Aurangabad on
29th and 30th Aug ’22. The
Class 8th to 12th graders
romped home with a spree
of prizes won in various
competitions making their
school well up with pride.
Competing in a Quiz,

The winning Nath Valley MUNners

the team of Adya Girhe and Saaj Modi faced some challenging rounds to bag the Silver Medal and
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were awarded a grand prize of 3000/- rupees for their super achievement. They made their
mentor Mrs. Suvarna Gulkari very proud of them!
The dancing duo, Akshida Gajbhiye and Pranya Singh swayed to the beats in perfect
sync to clinch the 2nd Prize in the Elite Fusion Dance Competition. Trained by their Dance Gurus,
Mrs Abha Parashar and Mrs Pallavi Punekar they were awarded a cash prize of 2000 rupees for
their feat.
The MUNners who triumphed in various committees include:


UNHRC – Discussion on matters of human rights and services
 Muskaan Agrawal - Best Delegate -cash prize of 3000 rupees
 Arnav Chakole



- Verbal Mention

DISEC – Debating on the East China Sea dispute
 Punit Sarda and Naavinya Dhawale - Special Mention
 Rida Seth and Nishil Kohad



AIPPM – Discussing on the Agnipath Scheme
 Rashi Nayak

- Best Delegate – cash prize of 3000 rupees

 Abhinav Somani

- High Commendation – cash prize of 2000 rupees

 Krishna Kela


- Verbal Mention

- Verbal Mention

UNSC – Discussion on the No-Fly Zone on Ukraine
 Arya Pawar

- Verbal Mention

The elated winners, trained by senior members of the school MUN Club under guidance of
Mrs Jayathi Chakraborty and Mrs Aparna Mukerjee, were heartily applauded by the management
and staff of the school for their fabulous performance.

Quiz Winners at Nath Valley
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CLASS X STUDENTS OF CPS, AB SHINE IN CBSE, AISSE- 2022
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass students of class X have performed extremely
well in the CBSE, AISS Examination. The results which were declared on 22nd July 2022 proved that
the twelfth batch of class X (2021 - 2022) has stood true to the School's motto ‘Strive Harder, Soar
Higher’.
From the school, 177 students appeared for the Examination. Among them, 43 students
scored 90% and above as their final aggregate. Several children scored 90 and above in various
subjects. 83 in English, 10 in Hindi, 52 in Sanskrit, 32 in Mathematics, 55 in Science and 55 in Social
Science.
Joy Agrawal emerged as the topper with 98.2%. He scored 100 in Mathematics, 93 in
English, 99 in Sanskrit, 99 in Social Science and 100 in Science.

Sara Choudhary & Yash

Kewalramani secured the Second Position with a score of 98%. Sara Choudhary scored 97 in
English, 95 in Mathematics, 100 in Sanskrit, 99 in Social Science and 99 in Science. Yash
Kewalramani scored 96 in English, 100 in Mathematics, 100 in Sanskrit, 95 in Social Science and 99
in Science. Maitreyee Charpe has bagged the third position by scoring 97.6%. She scored 97 in
Sanskrit, 99 in Social Science, 97 in English, 100 in Mathematics and 95 in Science.
The Management of the School, Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti
Bobde, as well as the staff commended the students on their excellent results and wished them
success in their future endeavours. The students gave credit for their success to their teachers and
parents.

CLASS X TOPPERS

Joy Agrawal
98.2%
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Yash Sachanand
Maitreyee Sandeep
Kewalramani - 98%
Charpe - 97.6%

Shrawani Kotawar
97.2%

Nikita Yashwant
Ingley 96.2%

Rishabh Indraneel
Fuke -97%

Aashmi Ans
95.8%

Apala Shukla
96.6%

Sara Manoj Jaiswal
95.6%

Nikie Nitin Gulhane
96.4%

Mauli Paresh Rathi
95.4%

Tanush Badonia
95.4%

Vedant Mayur Sanghai
95.2%

Avani Dharmesh
Dhawankar - 94.4%

Shloka Utkarsh
Khopkar - 94.2%

Poorvi Sachin
Chhitarka - 94%

Shruti Vikas
Madankar - 94%

Narayani Rajendra
Jodhpurkar - 93.8%

Preet Khatwani
93.8%
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Arya Shende
93.6%

Hridbeg Choudhary
93.6%

Zainab Mohd. Badruddin
Khan - 93.4%

Archit Dhoke
93.2%

Palak Riteshkumar
Gandhi - 93.6%

Ananya Nirav
Panchmatia - 92.8%

Radhika Prasad
Deshpande - 93.6%

Vidhi Sunil
Laddhad - 92.8%

Ayush Rahul Ghuge
92.6%

Neha Kewalramani
92.4%

Nimay Jay Khemka
92.2%

Tanisha Gidwani
92.2%

Shreeya Vivek Singh
92%

Shriya Prashant
Pagar 92%

Tanmay Urade
91.6%

Prachi Mathuria
91.4%
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Sana Uday Wankhede
91.4%

Aashita Agrawal
91%

Aishita Chetankumar
Chhabda - 90.2%

Sara Jain
90.2%

Vanishaa Kaushal
Mohta - 90.8%

Saachi Santosh
Telkhede -90.6%

Vedant Paresh Patel
90%

CPS, AB’S ACADEMICIANS EXCEL IN THE CBSE AISSCE-2022
Students of Class XII of Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass came out with flying
colours in the CBSE AISSCE which was held from May to June 2022.With their dedication, hard
work and focus, the batch of 2021-22 of class XII has performed exceptionally well despite the
uncertainties brought forth by the Covid pandemic. Out of 19 students who appeared in the Science
stream 7 students scored 85% and above, and in the Commerce stream among 10 students 1
student scored 85 % and above.
Aditya Sharan from the Science Stream emerged as the topper with 97.2% aggregate. He scored
100 % in Chemistry.
The three Science stream toppers are
1. Aditya Sharan with 97.2% %
2. Saanya Jain with 91.6 %
3. Armaan Ahmed with 91.4 %
The three Commerce stream toppers are
1. Drishti Balani with 85.6% %
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2. Sohani Sachdev with 84 %
3. Dev Jashnani with 81.2 %
The subject-wise toppers from all 3 streams include:
SCIENCE STREAM:
1) Aditya Sharan scored 97 in English
2) Aditya Sharan and Muskaan Sharma scored 95 in Maths
3) Aditya Sharan scored 100 in chemistry and 95 in Physics
4) Aditya Sharan, Armaan Ahmed & Om Bhuyar scored 99 in Physical Education
5) Saanya Jain scored 92 in Biology
COMMERCE STREAM:
1) Sohani Sachdev scored 83 in Economics
2) Dev Jashnani scored 93 in Business Studies
3) Drishti Balani scored 86 in Accountancy
The Management of the School, Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti
Bobde, as well as the staff commended the students on their excellent results and wished them
success in their future endeavours. The students gave credit for their success to their teachers and
parents.

SCIENCE TOPPERS

Aditya Sharan
97.2%
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Saanya Jain
91.6%

Armaan Ahmed
91.4%
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Anupam Tiwari
90.6%

COMMERCE TOPPERS

Drishti Balani
85.6%

Sohani Sachdev
84 %

Dev Jashnani
81.2%

INVESTITURE CEREMONY AT CPS AB
On the 1st of July 2022, Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass, witnessed one of the
first momentous occasions of the school – the
Investiture Ceremony, where the newly elected
members of the school’s senate were officially
vested with their powers and positions.
It was a moment full of sheer pride and
glory not only for the teachers but also for the
parents who were waiting with expectant eyes
to witness the wonderful event. Pledging to
keep to the School’s motto ‘Strive Harder, Soar
Higher,’ the School Captain, Jessica Francis and

School Captain Jessica Francis and School ViceCaptain Keerti Likhita take the oath

School Vice-Captain, Keerti Likhita took the oath and were ready to shoulder the responsibility of
the School.
In their footsteps followed the Student Council of all four Houses. Principal, Mrs Perveen
Cassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde presented badges and sashes to the School Captain
and School Vice-Captain respectively.
With compassion and courage as their motto, the Blue House Captain, Poorva Bhalmey led
the Blue House with Gul Sheikh as Vice-Captain, Paridhi Batra as Prefect Cultural, Sanvi Jaiswal as
Prefect Golden Rules, Sharav Bodade as Prefect Anti Bullying, Aneesha Khandar as Prefect Special
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Projects and Gunjan Mahajan as Prefect Sports. They were ably supported by the House Mistress
Mrs Agamani Bose.
The newly elected Green House team led by the House Captain, Siddhi Ghude comprised
Swara Paunikar as Vice-Captain, Suhani Nankani as Prefect Cultural, Anushka Prakash as Prefect
Golden Rules, Soham Chhabda as Prefect Anti Bullying, Saransh Chandawar as Prefect Special
Projects and Malhar Dosi as Prefect Sports. The housemaster, Mr Abhilash Benedict congratulated
the students.
With the qualities of accountability, empathy, selflessness and respect instilled in them,
the Red House Captain, Rupal Khairkar took the lead with Vice-Captain, Yuvika Mukherjee,
Prefect Cultural, Niyati Bhargava, Prefect Golden Rules, Rugved Choudhari, Prefect Anti Bullying,
Aarav Sapat, Prefect Special Projects, Anika Mulik and Prefect Sports, Tanish Bhalla. They were
companied by the housemistress Mrs Nikhat Khan.
The Yellow House team was led by House Captain Diya Taori with Vice-Captain, Harshika
Bajaj, Prefect Cultural, Diya Golcha, Prefect Golden Rules, Krishiv Garodia, Prefect Anti Bullying,
Krishnam Chaturvedi, Prefect Special Projects, Chirag Somani and Prefect Sports, Anushree
Deshpande. The housemistress Ms Arya Diwakar cheered for the team.
The elected office bearers received badges from their teachers. Principal, Mrs Perveen
Cassad Ma'am in her address to the gathering congratulated the office bearers and wished them
the best for the forthcoming year. She also thanked the parents for their presence and support.
The newly elected Student Council members were lauded by the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad,
Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde and the staff.

Varsha Ma'am presents the badge to Prefect
Cultural Paridhi Batra

Bhakti Ma'am presents the badge to
School Captain Jessica Francis
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The Blue House Office Bearers with Bhakti Ma'am,
Perveen Ma'am and Housemistress Agomani Ma'am

The Red House Office Bearers with Bhakti Ma'am,
Perveen Ma'am and Housemistress Agomani Ma'am

The Green House Prefects with Bhakti Ma'am, Perveen
Ma'am and Housemaster Abhilash Sir

The Yellow House Office Bearers with Bhakti Ma'am,
Perveen Ma'am and Housemistress Agomani Ma'am

The parents of the office bearers graced the occasion
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CPS AB'S QUIZZING ENTHUSIASTS WIN LAURELS!
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' zealous quizzees Yukta Singh and Souhardya
Biswas of class IX teamed up to script success in the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav - Quiz CompetitionGSI. The event was held on 15th July 2022 at the GSI Complex, Nagpur. Ten teams from schools
around the city participated in the quizzing event based on the theme – ‘Freedom Struggle and the
Constitution of India’. For their incredible performance in the quizzing event, the CPS, AB team was
awarded the second prize.
Souhardya and Yukta were commended by the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, VicePrincipal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mrs Piyasi Kar and the staff.

Winning moments from the GSI quiz

THE YOUNG STORY TELLERS OF CPS, AB SHINE AT INKEDIN
A story writing competition INKEDIN was organized by the Euroschool, Hyderabad in which
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass’ Tavishi
Sharma of grade 7 bagged the first prize for penning
the captivating story, titled, 'The Case of the Library’
under the genre ‘Message Oriented’. The competition
was held at an International Level in which
thousands of children participated from India and
Tavishi Sharma

Purva Bhalmey

abroad. Tavishi, a budding writer gave vent to her

imagination and came up with a wonderful story. The winners’ stories would be published on
Kindle which is commendable feat for their age. Nonetheless, Purva Bhalmey of grade 9 also
mesmerized the judges with her creative writing skills and her story also made its way to the
aforementioned Kindle edition. The story written by Purva is titled ‘Lost in Ali Akhtar Darbar’ based
on the genre ‘Fiction and Historical’. The judges praised the efforts of the participants.
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The Principal Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentors Ms Arya
Diwakar and Mrs Ruchita Raurt and the staff congratulated the girls on their incredible
accomplishment.
CPS, AB'S EMERGES AS THE FIRST-RUNNER UP IN THE CENFEST 2022
Cenfest 2022, the annual inter-school literary meet was hosted by Centre Point School,
Katol Road, Nagpur on 25th August 2022.
4 students of classes VI and VII from Centre Point School, Amravati Bypass were among 15
participating teams in the Science Model Making Competition at Cenfest. The enthusiastic and
budding scientists were Adwita Golechha and Sparkle Zunzunwala of class VII and Ridhima
Srivastava and Eshan Deshmukh of class VI.
The students worked on making a model based on 'Making Rural areas Self-sufficient in
Power Production.' In this endeavour, they were guided by their mentors Mrs Shruti Pande, Mrs
Kshama Chaudhari, Mrs Ranjini Nair and Mrs Rita Manke.
The children put in their best efforts and emerged as the First Runners-up in the
competition.
The Mathematics enthusiasts Arnav Singh of class VIII and Souhardya Biswas of class IX had
participated in the Mathematics segment of the CENFEST. They made it to the final round of the
quizzing event and performed very well. They were declared the First Runners-up. They were
mentored by Mrs Kamal Shrinivasan
Their achievement was appreciated by the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal,
Mrs Bhakti Bobde and the staff.

CPS, AB's Science model on 'Making Rural areas
Self-sufficient in Power Production'

CPS AB's team during the Science model
making competition
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The winners of the Mathematics quiz with their
mentor Sushma ma'am

The winners of the Science Cenfest model making
competition with Shruti Ma'am, Rita Ma'am,
Perveen Ma'am, Bhakti Ma'am, Ranjini Ma'am
and Kshama Ma'am

CPS, AB'S JOY AGRAWAL LAUNCHES HIS FIRST BOOK
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Joy Agrawal of class XI has added another story
to his book of achievements. His
first book 'Space Technology for
Sustainable

Development

was

launched at the hands of Shri
Nitinji

Gadkari,

Transportation

Minister of the Republic of India at
his residence on 25th August
2022.

Principal,

Mrs

Perveen

Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti
Bobde and Joy's parents marked
their presence at the event.

Book Launch of Joy Agrawal

Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, the students and staff
congratulated Joy for his extraordinary achievement.
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Speed
Stamina
and
Skill

SPEED, STAMINA & SKILL
ADWAIT OF CPS, KATOL ROAD EXCELS IN BADMINTON TOURNAMENT
Adwait Mistri, a student of class 10, is a promising shuttler of Centre Point School Katol
Road, who participated in the Badminton Tournaments organised by
Khasdar Krida Mahotsav in the Mankapur Stadium from 13th to 28th
May 2022. Adwait along with his partner performed exceedingly
well in the U/17 Boys Doubles event.
In the event conducted by Nagpur Badminton Association,
Adwait put his skill in the game to test and reached the semi-finals.
As the semi-finalist he was awarded an attractive trophy and a cash
prize of 1500/-.
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPSKR and the sports
department commended Adwait for balancing academics with sports
and achieving success. It may be mentioned here that Khasdar Krida
Mahotsav, Chak De, Khelo Nagpur Khelo is the nations’s first

Adwait, the ace shuttler

grassroot level multisport event initiated by hon’ble Shri Nitin
Gadkari.
JAIKRIT - A PROMISING GYMNAST OF CPS, KATOL ROAD BAGS A BRONZE
Jaikrit Suchak, a talented gymnast of Centre Point School,
Katol Road displayed speed, stamina and skill in the U/12 Boys
Artistic Gymnastics competition held on 24th and 25th May ’22. In
the event organised by Khasdar Krida Mahotsav and held in
Dhanwate National College, Jaikrit won a bronze medal & a cash
prize of 700/- .
Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPSKR, and the sports
department commended Jaikrit on his success.

Jaikrit with the school coach
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ATHLETES OF CPS, KATOL ROAD EXCEL IN ATHLETIC MEET 2022-23
Even the Nagpur heat could not deter the young athletes of Centre
Point School, Katol Road to participate and make a mark in the Athletic Meet
2022-23 organized by Khasdar Krida Mahotsav. The events held from 17th to
19th of May’22 were conducted by Nagpur District Athletic Association in the
Mankapur Athletic Ground.
The agile and active
athletes of CPSKR vied with
other athletes for the top

Suryashree, the
athlete with grit and
gumption

positions. Suryashree Dhondarkar, an athlete with
grit, gumption and skill was the topnotcher in
Hammer throw and 2nd Runner Up in Shot Put. She
was awarded merit certificates, a medal and a cash
prize. Agamdeep Pahuja, another promising athlete
bagged the 4th position in Shot put.
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPSKR
Suryashree, the top notcher

commended the winners.

SHUBH OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD AWARDED MEDALS IN SWIMMING
Shubh Tiwari, a class 12 Commerce student of Centre Point School,
Katol Road is an ace swimmer of the school and has brought laurels in
various swimming competitions. In the swimming competition held on 21st
and 22nd May ’22, Shubh participated in two events in the U/17 Swimming
Competition. The competition, organised by Khasdar Krida Mahotsava, was
conducted by N.D.A.A.A. Nagpur in the Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Sports
Shubh, the skilled
swimmer

Complex.
Shubh the skilled swimmer, was declared Runner up and won a

silver medal in the 100 mtr Backstroke. He was the 2nd Runner up in the 100 mtr
Breaststroke and was awarded a bronze medal. Besides the medals he received merit
certificates for both the events.
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Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPSKR and the sports department commended Shubh on
his success.

Shubh, recipient of the Silver medal

Shubh with his Bronze

KARATEKAS OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KATOL ROAD WIN ACCOLADES IN KARATE
CHAMPIONSHIP
Three skilled Karatekas of Centre Point School, Katol Road excelled in the 20th INTER-DOJO
ICHIBAN SHOTOKAN KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP 2022. The karate events, approved by ICHIBAN
international SHOTOKAN KARATE Association and
affiliated to World Karate Federation and Asian
Karate federation, were held on 21st May ’22. The
championship was organised & conducted by
ICHIBAN SHOTOKAN KARATE INDIA and was held
in the Sindhi Bhavan in Wardhman Nagar.
Rudransh Sethi displayed magnificent skills
in FIGHT and KATA events in which he participated
as an U/10 contender and won two medals - a gold
medal in Fight and a Silver in KATA.
A Jubilant Rudransh

It was a commendable victory for little

A victorious Vedika

Vedika Sethi who participated in the U/6 category
and won a gold medal in FIGHT, displaying her skill and technique.
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Straina Patel, a seasoned Karateka of CPSKR participated in the U/14 KATA event and was
the top notcher defeating her opponents and winning a gold medal.
The three Karatekas were congratulated by Mrs. Shilpee
Ganguly, Principal CPSKR and the staff.

Straina Patel -the top notcher

TWO PRESTIGIOUS KARATE CHAMPIONSHIPS: NINE IMPRESSIVE WINS
FOR CPSKR STUDENTS
Karatekas from Centre Point School Katol
Road

participated

in two

separate Karate

Championship events held in Hyderabad and
Pune in the month of June.
The first Championship event, 7th NSKAI
All India Open Karate Championship, was
organized by the National Karate Association,
India. It was conducted by the Karate India
Organization on 4th and 5th June ‘22.
Tanushree Agrawal participated in the

CPSKR Karatekas Bring Laurels

Individual Kumite event in the sub-junior group U/14 Category and secured the first position. She
also participated in the Individual Kata event in the sub-junior group for 14 years and secured the
second position.
Drishti Agarwal participated in the Individual Kumite event in sub junior group U/14
category and secured first position. She also participated in the Individual Kata event in sub-junior
U/6 category and secured third position.
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Yashasvi Banode participated in the Individual Kumite event in sub junior group U/14
category and secured third position. She also participated in the Individual Kata event in sub-junior
U/14 category and secured second position.
Tanushree Banode participated in the Individual Kumite event and the Individual Kata
event and secured third position in both.
The second Championship event, Maharashtra State Karate Championship, was held at
Shree Shiv Chhatrapati Sports Complex Balewadi Pune from 10th to 12th June ‘22.
Tanushree Agrawal participated in the championship and secured the second position.
The Principal Ms. Shilpee Ganguly applauded the winners and the Karate coaches at CPSKR
for their persistent efforts.
PURVI AND PURAB, PROMISING PADDLERS OF CPSKR BAG TITLES IN
OPEN RANKING TT TOURNAMENT
Two promising paddlers, Purab Singh Renu and Purvi Kaur Renu of Centre Point School
Katol Road outshone their opponents in the Table
Tennis Tournaments held in July.
Purvi Kaur Renu of bagged the Singles
title in the U/11 age group in the Maharajbag Club
Open Ranking Table Tennis Tournament. The
tournament organised by the Nagpur District
Table Tennis Association was held on 23rd July at
RTM Nagpur University’s Table Tennis Hall.
Paddlers from 10 clubs participated in the
Purab and Purvi with their trophies

tournament. After losing the standard opening

game closely, Purvi bounced back by winning three matches in a row thereby ruling the
championship in her age group. She defeated her opponent Kevika Nandeshwar in the finals.
Purab Singh Renu also bagged the Singles title in the U/13 age group. Purab started his
final by losing the first game but he fought back diligently to level the scores and kept the
momentum going, pocketing the third and fourth games at 11-6 and 13-11 in the U/13 to emerge
victorious.
Director Principal, Centre Point School, Ms. Shilpee Ganguly and the mentors congratulated
Purab and Purvi on their success.
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CPSKR DUO PURAB AND PURVI, VICTORIOUS IN SINGLES OPEN RANKING TABLE TENNIS
Both Purab and Purvi Renu of CPS Katol Road have been honing their Table Tennis skills to
perfection. After winning the Singles titles in the U/11 and U/13 categories respectively they
participated in the Open Ranking Table Tennis Tournament at Subedar Hall, University ground
from 8th to 11th July. The Tournament was organised by District Table Tennis Association and
conducted by Shakti Club. Forty paddlers participated in the event.
Purab Singh Renu played in the U/13 category and secured the first position. He stunned
top seed Sarth Shastri by 3-15. Purvi Kaur Renu beat Tanisha Kolar by 3-1 and secured the first
position in the U/11 category.
The duo won applause from the Principal, the sports faculty and teachers at CPSKR.
CENTRE POINTERS OF CPS, KATOL ROAD MAKE A MARK IN CENSPORTS-2022

CPSKR SWIMMING CHAMPS IN CENSPORTS'22

It was a stupendous display of speed, stamina and skill shown by sportspersons of Centre
Point School, Katol Road in Censports hosted by CPS, Amravati Road Bypass from 29th July to 2nd
August’22. The various sports in which the Centre Pointers of Katol Road participated and won
glory included:
Swimming: The water babies of CPSKR brought home the Overall Swimming
Championship Trophy with 42 points and also the Overall Girls’ Swimming Championship
Trophy with 30 points.
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In the U/11 Girls category Saisha Warambhe won a Gold medal in 50m Backstroke and 2
Silver medals in 50m Free style and 50m Butterfly. Aisha Poddar won 2 Gold medals in 50m
Freestyle and 50m Backstroke and a Bronze in 50m Butterfly.
In U/17 Boys ‘category Hriday Sharma won 2 bronze medals in 100m Breast stroke and
100m Backstroke. In U/17 Girls ‘category Reet Sethi won a Bronze in 100m Backstroke.
The U/17 Boys won a gold in 200m Free Style Relay and the team included Hriday Sharma,
Rayden Rodrigues, Aahil Ali and Abeer Awchat.
The U/17 Girls won a silver in 200m Freestyle Relay and the swimmers were - Reet Sethi,
Anannya Ingewar, Tanushree Agrawal and Naisha Vazirani.
In the U/14 Boys’ category 200 Free style Relay the CPSKR boys won a silver medal and the
swimmers included Riyansh Gupta, Vyom Aurangabadkar, Suveer Chaudhary and Arjun Isaac.
In the U/14 Girls’ Free Style Relay the Gold was won by the CPSKR Girls including Tavisha
Tahilramani, Jiya Vajani, Gaurika Mansingka and Nidhi Kshirsagar. The swimming teams were
coached

by

the

school

swimming

coaches- Anil Lambat, Namrata Patel,
Preeti Bahadure and Pravin Rohad.
Basketball:

The Basketball

Girls Overall Championship was also
bagged by Centre Point School, Katol
Road.
The Girl hoopsters after defeating
the BB teams of Sanskar Vidyasagar
School, Centre Point School, Amravati
The CPSKR overall champs in Censports Girls Basketball

Road Bypass and BVM, Trimurti nagar won the
tournament and received a Trophy, medals and
merit certificates. The players included Gunjan
Mantri, Shrisha Savarkar, Avani Banthia, Anandita
Deshmukh, Myra Thutheja, Neha Isaac, Yahasvi
Bhagchandani, Krushika Bharadwaj, Mahek Bagdi
and Shrestha Roy.
CPSKR Gymnasts in Censports
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The Boys Basketball team included Nitant Gajbhiye, Tanay Vijaywargi, Razeen Ali, Moheet
Vij, Anshveer Singh, Rishabh Bagdi, Nakul Agrawal, Ali Akbar Khan, Adarsh Jejani, Laksh Dhir,
Manjit Kanjwani and Ali Naseem. The teams were coached by the school BB coach Bhagyashree
Soman.
Gymnastics: The skilled and agile gymnasts of Centre Point School, Katol Road
returned home with a horde of medals in the gymnastics events.
1. Kavin Gidwani from class 1B bagged a gold medal in U/10 Boys’ category in Artistics
Gymnastics 2. Jaikrit Suchak from class 5
bagged a silver medal in U/12 Boys’
category in Artistics

3. Maira Karwade

from class 5 bagged gold medal in U/12
Girls’ category in Artistics
FUTSAL : Both the Girls and Boys
Football teams of CPSKR entered the semifinals with their skill in the sport. The Boys’
team defeated St. John’s school by 3-1 and
BVM Trimurti nagar by 3-0 and bagged a
Futsal Censports U14

bronze in the finals.

CPS, KATOL ROAD EMERGES CHAMPION IN SUBROTO CUP FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
The football team of Centre Point
School, Katol Road emerged champions in
Subroto Football cup tournament which was
held from 8th August to 12th August 2022 at the
DSO, Mankapur stadium. The tournament was
organised and conducted by the District Sports
organisation, Nagpur.
The CPSKR football team displayed
exceptional skill on the field and defeated the
other teams one by one to win the District
Championship trophy. They defeated Bishop
Cotton School by 4-0 in their first match.
Continuing with their winning streak, they
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defeated Dinanath High School by 3-1, Residential School by 2-0 in the quarter finals, BVM
ShriKrishna Nagar 1-0 in the semi-finals, and St. Vincent Palloti School by 3-1 in the finals.
The winning team comprised of Ryan George, Rajveer Arya, Shlok Vijaywargi, Sujal Shaha,
Pushkar Jaiswal, Aryaman Agrawal, Lakshya Dulani, Garv Ranjith, Debarchit Pattanaik, Vivan
Malpani,

Ishaan

Bhawatkar,

Yash

Dhanrajani, Rishabhdev Javery, Nitant
Gajbhiye,

Jaimaan

Mehta,

Aditya

Gadge, Ved Bhatiya and Dhruva Alsi.
The team further got selected to play
for

the

Divisional

level

Football

tournament.
The footballers of Centre Point
School, Katol Road were successful in
grabbing the Runners up position in
the Divisionals
Winners in District and Runners up in Divisional

football cup.

of the Subroto

It was organised by

District sports organisation on 14th August at DSO Mankapur stadium. To reach the finals, they
defeated Bhandara division by 1-0.
The Principal, Vice Principals and staff applauded and appreciated the efforts of the team
and their coach, Hemant Trivedi for their performance.
SURYASHREE OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD EXCELS IN STATE LEVEL ATHLETICS
Suryashree Dhondarkar, a student of class 12,
Centre Point School, Katol Road, has been bringing
laurels to the school in district and divisional level
athletic championships. After the selection trials held in
Nagpur district she bagged a berth in the Maharashtra
state level competition held at Priyadarshini Park,
Mumbai from 18th to 20th August 2022.
This

strapping

young

athlete

of

CPSKR

competed in the Women U/18 Shot Put and Hammer

Suryashree-State level winner in Athletics

Throw. With her strength and skill she secured the 2nd position in Hammer Throw. With a distance
of 31.63 meters, she bagged a silver medal and certificate. Suryashree has now been selected for the
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Maharashtra state team. In Shot Put she secured 9th position and received a participation
certificate.
Suryashree trained under Saikat Joarder, the school coach for Athletics.
SWIMMERS OF CPS, KATOL ROAD CAUSE RIPPLES IN DISTRICT SWIMMING COMPETITION
The skilled swimmers of Centre Point
School, Katol Road made heads turn with their
stupendous performance in the District Level
Swimming Competition held on 28th August’22 in
the NIT swimming pool. The event was organised
by Star Sports Academy and conducted by the
Aquatic Association, Nagpur.
In the U/11 Girls category the water baby,
Saisha Warambhe bagged the Championship with
CPSKR Swimmers at their success

her skill and stamina. She created a track record

with a Gold in 50m Breast stroke and 2 Silver medals in 50m Freestyle and 50m Butterfly stroke.
Anurav Prasad bagged a Bronze in the U/11 Boys category. Shubh Tiwari an ace swimmer
of CPS, Katol Road won a Bronze in 100m Back stroke.
Netra Patel won three Bronze medals in U/25 -200m Individual Medley, 100m Free Style
and 100m Backstroke.
They were applauded for their success by the swimming instructors including Anil Lambat,
Preeti Bahadure, Pravin Rohad and Namrata Patel.
JENNIFER OF CPSKR TAKES WINNING TROPHY WITHOUT LOSING A GAME
Jennifer Varghese the top seeded paddler from Centre Point
School Katol, Road lived up to her reputation as a promising
International TT champ. She emerged U/15 Champion in the State
Ranking Table Tennis Tournament held in Nanded in July 2022.
Two days after winning the U/17 Girls’ Singles title, Jennifer
showed her skill and stamina and won the U/15 trophy without
losing a single game in the five day event. She won her second Gold
in the Maharashtra State Table Tennis Tournament organised by
Jennifer receiving her Trophy at the
hands of Shilpee Ganguly ma'am
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Maharashtra State Table Tennis Association. In the summit clash she outsmarted her opponent
from Mumbai to win the U/15 trophy.
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, Centre Point Group of Schools, commended
Jennifer on her success.
CPSWN KARATEKA SHINES IN OPEN KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP
An accomplished Karateka from Centre Point School, WN
brought laurels to her school when she participated in the 7th
NSKAI All India Open Karate Championship which was held
on the 4th and 5th June ’22 in Hyderabad.
A Class 8 grader, Geetika Rathi outshone her opponents
to bag the Gold Medal in the annual event which is organized by
National Shotokan Karate Association.
She, along with her mentor and coach Mr. Vinod Dahare
was applauded by the school management and staff for her
tremendous feat and wished more success in the future.
Geetika Rathi

SPREE OF MEDALS FOR CPSWN KARATEKAS
Talented Martial Artists from Centre
Point School, WN gave their mentor every
reason to burst with pride when they
participated in the 7th NSKAI All India
Open Karate Championship 2022 which
was held on 4th and 5th June ‘22 in
Hyderabad. Organized by National Shotokan
Karate Association of India, this National
The Junior Karate winners

level competition saw the Karatekas adding
medals and certificates to their kitty.
While Geethika Rathi of Class 8
won the Gold Medal in the individual Kata
event, Mahek Choudhary of Class 9

The senior Karate winners
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bagged twin Gold Medals in the individual Kata and Kumite category.
Hitisha Agrawal and Bhuvi Agrawal of Class 1 pocketed the Gold Medal in Kata in their
own age category while Ishita Rathi of Class 5 won the Silver Medal in individual Kata and the
Gold Medal in individual Kumite. Neev Agrawal, also of Class 5 pocketed the Bronze Medal in
Individual Kumite and the Gold Medal in Individual Kata.
All the jubilant winners, along with their mentor Mr. Vinod Dahare were congratulated by
the management and staff of the school for this fantastic achievement and wished more such laurels
in their future.
CPSWN BOXERS RECORD SPECTACULAR WINS
Young and talented boxers from Centre Point
School,

WN

came

up

with

an

outstanding

performance when they participated in the 4th
Nagpur District Thai Boxing Championship-2022
held on 3rd July ‘22 in Jain Kalar Community Hall,
Nagpur.
This Inter-District Tournament was organized
by the Nagpur Thai Boxing Association and saw Leela
Puniyani bagging the 1st Position in the 29 kg

Winners of Thai Boxing Tournament

Under 7 category and Daksh Agarwal winning the 2nd Position in the 25kg under 11 category.
Both of them were awarded medals and certificates for their achievement.
These fantastic young players and their coach, Mr. Vinod Dahare were congratulated by the
management and staff of the school and wished more success in the future!
CPSWN HOOPSTERS WIN BRONZE AT CENSPORTS
The Girls Basketball Team from Centre Point School, WN played a round of good games to
finish in the top three in the U/18
Interschool Girls Basketball Event as
part of CENSPORTS, organized by CPS
Amravati Bypass from 29th July to 2nd
Aug ’22.
The team of skilled players
earned a place of pride by clinching the
The U/18 Girls Basketball Team
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3rd Position and were awarded Medals and Certificates for their achievement.
The spirited players included Suhani Agrawal, Tithi Agrawal, Kavisha Jain, Vedika
Sanghavi, Aasawari Baitule, Purva Nandanwar, Nivedita Choudhari, Vrushali Mehta, Shrushti
Daga, Jiya Rampuriya, Avni Toshniwal and Rida Seth.
All the joyous team members along with their mentors, Mr. Manoj Rakshak and Mr.
Himanshu Shende were heartily applauded by the school management and staff for their
achievement.
CPSWN’S AMULAYAA SHINES IN CHESS
A young Chess mastermind at Centre Point School, WN won accolades when she
participated in the Inter-school Chess Competition
hosted by St. Vincent Palotti School from 13th July to 15th
July ’22.
Amulayaa Choudhari finished by securing the 4th
Position, scoring 6.5 points and was awarded a trophy
as well as a certificate.
Trained by Mrs Rashmi Bais, the young Chess
enthusiast was congratulated by the school management

Amulayaa Choudhari

and staff for her great performance.
CPSWN’S FOOTBALLERS CLINCH THE RUNNERS-UP BERTH
The all-girls Football Team from Centre Point School, WN performed superbly
when they participated in the Interschool Football Tourney as part of
CENSPORTS organized by CPS Amravati
Bypass from 29th to 2nd Aug ’22.
Competing in the U/14 event, the
team put their best foot forward to clinch
the Silver Medal at the end of the
competition
The Silver Medallists of CENSPORTS Football

were

deservedly

awarded medals and certificates for their

achievement.
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The ecstatic players included Diva Rochdani, Samaira Khurana, Mohsina
Chimthanawala, Rashi Bodhe, Arya Kumbhare, Saketa Shiohare, Tanishka Mainani, Rashi
Jain, Purva Zode, Mrunmai Wankhede, Harshal Choudhary and Pavitra Surjan.
The high fliers along with their coach, Mr. Virendra Singh Baghel were applauded by
the management and staff of the school for their amazing performance.
CPSWN FOOTBALLERS GIVE SHINING PERFORMANCE
The Girls Football team
representing Centre Point School, WN
came up with a brilliant performance
once again when they participated in
the prestigious Subroto Mukharjee
Tournament venued at Mankapur
Stadium from 9th to 12th Aug ’22.
The U/17 team participating
in

this

District

Level

emerged

Runners–up in the Subroto Mukharjee Football Tournament

Runners-up in the tournament, pocketing the Silver Medal. The team included Avni
Toshniwal, Vidhi Rathi, Gargi Belsare, Simran Osan, Virti Savadia, Suhani Kurana, Diva
Rochyani, Mansi Dolke, Yasvita Asawari, Vaishnavi Sonekar, Prachi Chhabrani, Hitanshi
Kewlani, Himanshi Jain, Sumiran Agrawal, Samaira Khurana and Mannat Jain.
The super achievers, together with their coach Mr. Virendra Singh Baghel were lauded for
their wonderful feat by the management and staff of the school.
CPSWN MARTIAL ARTISTS WIN SPREE OF MEDALS
Very talented upcoming Martial Artists from Centre Point School, WN basked in the
spotlight when they participated in the 3rd Guchin Shotokan Karate State Level Championship
held in Nagpur on 30th July ’22.
While Ishita Rathi bagged a Gold
Medal in Kumite and a Silver Medal in Kata
in the U/9- 30kg category, Daksh Agrawal
won 2 Gold Medals in Kumite and Kata in
the U/9 29kg category. In the U/9 23kg
category, Gitika Rathi claimed a Gold in
The Karate State Level Championship winners
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Kumite with a Silver in Kata. Anand Amlani bagged the Gold Medal in the U/11 29kg Kata event
and the Bronze Medal in the Kumite event. In the U/18 55kg event, Mahek Choudhary won the
Gold Medal in the Kata event and a Silver in the Kumite event. Dev Chauhan pocketed 2 Gold
Medals in Kumite and Kata events in the U/14 category. Other winners include Neev Agrawal
winning a Bronze medal in Kata in the U/11 category, Preet Rodke bagging the Bronze Medal in
the U/9 23kg Kumite event, Harshit Kamnani clinching the Silver Medal and Vaibhav Keshiya
winning the Gold Medal in the U/18 Kumite event, Gourab Kanoongo bagging the Bronze in the
U/11 Kumite event and Mahek Kanoongo winning the Silver Medal in the U/18 Kumite event.
All of them were awarded Medals and certificates for their achievement.
Coached ably by Mr. Vinod Dahare, the elated winners were heartily applauded by the
school management and staff for their super performance.
CPSWN SHUTTLERS FOR THE WIN!!
Centre Point School, WN shuttlers volleyed for top honours when they participated in the
State Level Badminton Tournament which was
held in Pune from 4th to 8th Aug ’22. Organized by
the Pune District and the Maharashtra Badminton
Association, the tournament invited participation
from as many as 228 participants.
Competing in the U/17 Girls category,
Krisha Soni played a wonderful game to bag the 1st
Position in the Mixed Doubles and the 3rd
Position in the Doubles and Singles encounters.
Also competing in the same event, Sai Jais

Winners of the State level Badminton
Tournament

came up to the Pre-Quarter rounds in both Singles and Doubles.
Adding to her feats, Krisha also earned
accolades when she participated in the Khasdar
Krida Mahotsav organized by Nagpur District
Badminton Association. Competing in the U/17
Girls category, she bagged the 1st Position in the
Girls Single and Girls Double Categories as well
as the 3rd Position in the Senior Open Category.
Both the star achievers as well as their coach
Krisha Soni
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Trupti Panchbhai Ma’am were applauded by the management and staff of the school for their
outstanding performance.
CPSWN SWIMMERS BAG BRONZE IN CENSPORTS
Talented swimmers representing Centre Point School, WN at CENSPORTS, the Inter-school
Sports Competition organized by CPS
Amravati Bypass cornered glory and did
their school proud.
Participating in the U/17 Boys
4x50m Free Style Relay, the school team of
Pinak Jivarajani, Tanish Alamdohkar,
Aman Metangale and Avnish Lonkar
bagged the Bronze Medal after facing stiff
CENSPORTS swimmers are winners!

competition in the pool.

The team members as well as their coaches, Mr Khushal Balbudhe and Mrs Rashmi Bais
were congratulated by the school management and staff for their super achievement.
CPS, AB's JOY AGRAWAL FEATURES IN TEDxYCCE
TEDxYCCE is an independently organized TED event under an authorized license from TED
at Yeshwantrao Chavan College of Engineering, Nagpur. The conference which was organised on
29th April 2022 featured interdisciplinary presenters including those from the local communityexpressing their past experiences, current
projects, and future visions to promote
inquiry, innovation, and critical discussion.
Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass' young innovator Joy Agrawal of
class 10 was invited as a Speaker to the
prestigious event. Joy spoke about the
'Joy of Living and Giving'. He delivered his
Our enterprising TEDX Speaker Joy Agrawal

talk on how he enjoys giving back to

society.
He also shared his ideas as to how important practical experiments are in learning
principles of Science and how one can apply the same in day to day life.
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He also discussed how micro-changes
can bring about a major change in society. He
shared how sustainable development goals can
be achieved if everyone starts contributing and
giving back to Mother Earth and making the
Earth a better place to live for the present and
future generations. His views inspired the young
and old alike.
Our enterprising TEDX Speaker Joy Agrawal

KUDOS FOR CPS, AB'S CHESS CHAMP AARAV BHARTIA!
On

the

7th

and

8th of May

2022

the

Nagpur District Chess Association held its Golden Jubilee
(50th)

Weekend

Rapid

Chess

Tournament

at

the NDCA Hall, DNC Sports Complex, Nagpur. Chess
players from the city contested in the age groups 7, 9, 11
and 13 to claim the top honours.
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass'
upcoming Chess player Aarav Bhartia had participated in
the U /13 Boys category. He was awarded the first prize
Our Chess Champ Aarav Bhartia

for his excellent game play.

CPS, AB'S CHESS CHAMP NAISHA BHARTIA SHINES IN THE KHASDAR KRIDA MAHOTSAV
Talented Chess player Naisha Bhartia of Centre Point
School, Amravati Road Bypass' has secured the first prize in the
Khasdar Krida Mahotsav Chess Tournament which was held
from 17th to 19th May 2022. She represented the school in the
U/7 category. Her passion for the game and regular practice
enabled her to confront all the challenges and emerge
victorious. She was rewarded a trophy and a cash award of Rs
500/-. Naisha was congratulated by the Principal, Mrs Perveen
Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mr Kiran
Our young Chess Champ Naisha
Bhartia with her trophy

Pathak and the staff.
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CPS, AB'S TALENTED SHUTTLER ADITI RECORDS VICTORY
Khasdaar Krida Mahotsav- the gala of sports is one of the
most celebrated events of Nagpur wherein sporting sensations put
up a show of great dedication and sportsmanship. The event caters
to various tournaments of various sports from different categories.
In one such badminton tournament that was held on 21st May,
2022 the little 8 year old young shuttler Aditi Pande from Centre
Point School, Amravati Road Bypass mentored by Coach
Mr Chetak Khedikar hit her winning shot to make room in the
semifinals. Her joy knew no bounds when she hit for the win. The
aspiring little sports girl has extended her gratitude to her parents,
Aditi with coach Chetak
Khedikar

the coach and the school for encouraging her all through.
Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad and Vice-Principal Mrs.Bhakti

Bobde lauded Aditi’s achievement.

Aditi receives the trophy at the prize
distribution ceremony

IT'S VICTORY TIME FOR CPS, AB'S KARATEKAS!
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' young Karatekas have won accolades in the
20th Inter-Dojo Ichiban Shotokan Karate Championship 2022 which was held at Sindhu Bhavan,
Nagpur on 22nd May 2022!
Vihan Mehta secured the first position for his exceptional display of skills in the Kumite
(Fight) event. Also, he emerged as the First Runner-up in the Kata event.
In the U/11 category Kata event, sporting sensation Garv Agrawal bagged the second prize.
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Vihan and Garv were lauded by the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs
Bhakti Bobde, Mentors Mr Mehboob Ansari and Pritam Pinjarkar and the staff.

Vihan Mehata

Garv Agrawal

CPS, AB'S SWIMMERS SCRIPT SUCCESS

Sanika Kawde at the Prize
Distribution Ceremony

Sanay Kawde at the Prize Distribution
Ceremony

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' ace swimmers Sanika Kawde and Sanay Kawde
have emerged victorious not in one, but two swimming competitions.
They participated in the Khasdar Krida Swimming competition on 22nd May 2022. Sanika
had contested the 100 meter and 200-meter backstroke events in the U-17 Girls category. Regular
practise, passion and dedication to the sport enabled her to swim to the first position and claim the
Gold medals!
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Sanay was her partner in victory and won Gold medals for making it to the first position in
the 100-meter breaststroke and 50-meter breaststroke events.
Their skilled performance earned them accolades in the Swimming Championship
organised by Nashikrao Tirpude College of Physical Education.
Sanika became the recipient of a Gold Medal in the 50-meter backstroke event in the U-17
Girls category. Sanay bagged a Silver medal in the 50-meter breaststroke event and a Bronze medal
in the 50-meter backstroke event in the U-11 Boys category.
Sanika and Sanay were commended by the Principal, Vice-Principal and the staff on their
success.
CPS AB'S FOOTBALL COACH MR RAHUL NEWARE WINS THE KHASDAR KRIDA FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Football
coach Mr Rahul Neware had contested in the Football
Tournament in the Khasdar Krida Mahotsav from 23rd to 27th
May 2022. 16 teams had participated in the tournament. Rahul
Sir represented Rahul Sanskrutaya Football Club Nagpur. As a
defender, he helped his team qualify for the quarter-finals with a
score of 1-0, and the semifinals by scoring 2-0. In the final match,
his team competed with Ansar Football Club, Kamptee. His team
recorded a glorious victory with a score of 1-0. The team was
awarded a trophy, medals and a cash award of Rs 100000/-.
Rahul Sir was congratulated by the School Management, Principal,
Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde and the staff.

Rahul Sir with his winning team
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Rahul Sir with the trophy

CPS, AB'S CRICKETERS STRIKE VICTORY!

The winning Cricket team

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' upcoming cricket stars Palash Khandekar and
Anshuman Upadhyae won acclaim for securing the first position for their team in the VCA U-14
Cricket Tournament which was held on 28th May 2022.
Anshuman, a bowling all-rounder took 3 wickets in the final match thus weakening the
opponent team's position. Palash who is a batting all-rounder made 30 runs in the final match and
brought his team closer to victory. Their team won the match by 113 runs!
Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mr Kunal Kota
congratulated Palash and Anshuman and wished them success in their endeavours.

Palash Khandekar
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CPS, AB'S CRICKETERS BAT FOR VICTORY
Centre Point School, Amravati
Road

Bypass'

Cricket

players

Aditya Bhargava, Malhaar Dosi and
Iknoor Singh Bhamra have won
laurels with their commendable
display of skills in the U-16 InterIknoor Singh Bhamra

Aditya Bhargava

Malhaar Dosi

Academy

One

Day

Cricket

Tournament. The tournament organised by Vidarbha Cricket Association was held from 2nd to 11th
June 2022.
Iknoor, Aditya and Malhaar played significant roles in bringing victory to Nagpur Cricket
Club (NCA). In the final match, NCA beat their opponent team by 6 wickets. While Iknoor
and Malhaar were the top run-scorers of the tournament, Aditya took the highest number of
wickets.
CPS, AB'S CHESS CHAMPS EXCEL
Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass' Chess players have been lauded for
their excellent gameplay in the 15th GH
Raisoni Memorial Open Fide Blitz Rating
Chess Tournament 2022. The event was held
on 2nd July 2022. The chess festival was
organised by GH Raisoni Sports and Cultural
Foundation jointly with Kalpana Prakash
The winners at the prize distribution ceremony

Welfare Foundation and recognised by Chess Association
Nagpur, Maharashtra Chess Association, All India Chess
Federation and FIDE.
Naisha Bhartia of class II bagged two trophies!
She stood 1st in the Classic Chess event and secured the
4th position in the Rapid Chess event.
Aarav Bhartia had contested the Classic, Rapid
and Blitz events. Among the sea of able chess players,
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Our Chess champs with Perveen Ma'am

Aarav bagged the 4th place in Classic Event.
Sparkle Zunzunwala secured the 5th position in the Rapid Chess Competition.
Aarush Chitre of class VIII stood in the 5th place in the Blitz Chess competition.
All the grandmasters in -making brought home trophies to mark their success. The skilled players
were commended by the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad Ma'am, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde
Ma'am and the staff.
CPS AB'S CHESS PLAYERS WIN ACCOLADES

The young Chess champs with
Perveen Ma'am and Pathak Sir

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Chess teams have performed exceptionally well
in the 20th LG Somalwar Memorial Inter-School Championship which was conducted from 26th to
29th July 2022.
Our Junior boys team comprising Kushagra Paliwal, Tanay Gupta, Rishaan Bhartia and
Sanish Nimsodkar scored 16.5 points and secured the third position.
The Sub-Junior Boys team emerged as the winner of the tournament by scoring 21.5 points.
The winning team comprised Arush Chitre, Himanshu Jethwani, Soham Chhabda and Aarav
Bhartia.
Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mr Kiran Pathak
and staff congratulated the Chess champs on their success.
CPS AB'S FOOTBALLERS WIN ACCOLADES
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' football teams had participated in the DSO
Subroto Cup tournament which was held from 12th to 14th August 2022. The teams won accolades
at various levels.
Under- 17 Girls' Football team emerged victorious by defeating the team of Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar by 3-0 thus qualifying for the divisional level tournament. They emerged
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as winners of Quarter Final Match of the Divisional level Subroto Cup Tournament. They beat Royal
Public School (Bhandara) by scoring 1-0. Their team consisted of Lavanya Kharabe, Princee Singh,
Addya Chaudhary, Sanvi Jaiswal, Pratha Chadawar, Ishani Ghoshal, Nupoor Lakhotia, Soumya
Chaudhary, Mahika Naidu, Mahi Puri, Adhya Dwivedi, Sonakshi Chopade and Sufiya Ahmad
In the same tournament, Under /14 Boys team won the title of the Runners-up! The team
comprised Praneel Ghoshal Arhan Ahmad, Akshat Meshram, Aryaveer Karnawat, Samarth Bobade,
Viranchi Babhulkar, Yash Shinde, M. Abuzar khan, Rudra Koreti, Aryan Mahajan, Srujal Raibole,
Arjun Khanolkar, Viraj Shende, Noel Samudre, Swami Wazalwar and Aarav Bhartia
Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mr Rahul Neware and the
staff lauded the achievement of the young footballers.

CPS AB's Boys
Football team

CPS AB's Girls
Football team
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CPS, AB'S SWIMMERS WIN MEDALS
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' swimmers have performed very well in the
Splash Swimming Competition
organised by the Star Sports
academy on 28th August 2022.
The event was conducted by
the Aquatic Association of
Nagpur at NIT Swimming Pool,
Ambazari Road, Nagpur. Zarah
Doongaji

of class

IV was

awarded a Gold as well as a
Bronze medal in the 50-metre
Freestyle

and

50-metre

Backstroke events respectively.

Zarah wins One Gold and one
Bronze medal for 50 Mtr free style
and 50 Mtr Back stroke.

Arhaan Khan -awarded a Bronze
Medal in 50m back stroke event.

Sanay Kawde of class V emerged as the winner of a Gold and a Bronze medal in the 50-metre
backstroke and 50-metre breast stroke events respectively. Arhaan Khan of class V won a Bronze
medal in the 50-metre Backstroke event.
The winners were commended on their remarkable feat by the Principal, Mrs Perveen
Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mr Chetak Samrit and the staff.

The young swimmers with Chetan Sir, Perveen Ma'am and
Bhakti Ma'am
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Sanay Kawde bags a Gold in 50 mtr Back
stroke & a Bronze Medal in 50 free breast
stroke

CPS, AB'S GYMNAST VED WINS ACCOLADES
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' student of class I, Ved Akhare had participated
in the Inter-School Gymnastics Competition held on 27th August 2022. The event was organized by
Ludussports and Fitness academy. For his commendable display of skills in the Under/ 8 category,
he emerged as the 2nd Runner-up. He was awarded a Bronze medal and certificate.
Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, Ved's mentor Ms Nikita
Kumbhalkar and the staff congratulated Ved on his feat.

Ved receives a Bronze
medal and certificate
during the Gymnastics
competition

Ved Akhare with Perveen Ma'am,
Nikita Ma'am and Bhakti Ma'am

CENSPORTS @ CPS AB
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Annual Inter –school Sports meet CENSPORTS
was was held from 29th July to 2nd August 2022. CENSPORTS united more than
1000 sports enthusiasts and their mentors from over 60 schools in and around the city, and gave
them an opportunity to showcase their talent and hone their skills. This year Basketball and Futsal
tournaments, Swimming and Gymnastics competitions will be played under one roof at the host
school. In an era of high academic competition, the CENSPORTS encourages sports at the local
level. The sports bonanza commenced with a grand inaugural on 29th July with Mr Piyush
Ambulkar, the Sports and Cultural Officer of the Nagpur Municipal Corporation as the Chief Guest.
He inaugurated the event by releasing the balloons with the School mascot Censhine and
announced the meet open.
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The young sportspersons of
CPS, AB Jessica Francis and Shifa Khan
took the oath. Both ace players have to
their

credit,

achievements

at

the

international, national, state, district
and inter-school levels as well.
The participants were treated
with a motivational song and an
energizing performance by the school
band to elevate their spirits and
Censports commences!

recharge their energy levels for the
sporting events.

Futsal, Basketball and Swimming events were conducted on the first day.
On the second day, i.e. 30th July 2022, the
spirits of the players and the audience
were at a high as quarterfinal and semifinal
matches were played for Futsal. The
Gymnastics events Basketball matches
were held simultaneously.
CENSPORTS 2022 concluded with a grand
closing ceremony on 2nd August 2022. The
Futsal and Basketball final matches were
conducted followed by the valedictory
The band performance

function.
Mr Vijay Bhalchandra Munishwar,
a renowned athlete and coach as well as
the recipient of the prestigious Dadoji
Konddeo

Award,

Arjuna

Award

and

Dronacharya Award was the Chief Guest
for the function.
To cheer up the teams the students
had
The energetic step-aerobics performance by the
students of class 4
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put

up

an

energizing

band

performance and a Step-Aerobics presentation.The Chief Guest and the Principal, Mrs Perveen
Cassad gave away the prizes to the winning teams.
The scores of each participating school were added up
and the school to score the highest with regard to each sport and
team performance was declared the winner. Centre Point
School, Amravati Road Bypass fulfilled this criteria in the best
way and was declared the winner of Censports 2022. The school
bagged 5 titles - victory in Futsal Girls and Boys tournaments,
Gymnastics events for Boys and Girls as well as Swimming
events for Boys.
The event was a huge success with the coordination of
the Sports Department of Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass, the invited referees and coaches. Principal, Mrs Perveen
Cassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde congratulated all
the winning teams of Censports 2022.

A basketball match in progress

A futsal match in progress
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The winners of the swimming competition with Bhakti Chief Guest Mr Vijay Bhalchandra Munishwar receives
the memento from Perveen Ma'am
Ma'am, Mukta Ma'am and Perveen Ma'am

CPS AB lift the Censports Overal championship Trophy
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Festive
Occasions

FESTIVE OCCASIONS
CPSKR CELEBRATES AAZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV
The Aazadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, culmination of the
75th Independence Day was celebrated with great zeal at
CPSKR on 15th August 2022. The incessant rains failed to
dampen the patriotic fervor as the tricolour was hoisted
by the Principal, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly in the Muktangan
followed by the National Anthem. The school choir echoed
the thought of every Indian – to hold the flag high, with its
rendition of the song, ‘Kabhi Na Jhukne Paaye Apni Shaan
Ka Jhanda’.
Manya Mehta of Class 7 gave a soul-stirring flute
recital of Vande Matram – the song that inspired millions
of unsung heroes during the freedom struggle. Atharva
Jawanjal of 12F spoke eloquently on why he is proud to be

Flag hoisting by Shilpee Ma’am

an Indian and how we should carry forward the legacy
bestowed upon us by our leaders and the freedom fighters. This was followed by rendition of a
poem by Gauri Nair of class 10, Melvin Kuriakose
and Nitant Gajbhiye of class 11. They ignited the
hearts of young Indians with their inspiring poem
on the glorious past and the golden future of
Bharat. Enthusiastic students of classes 7, 8 and 9
captivated

the

audience

with

their

dance

performance set to a medley of patriotic numbers.
The

Vice

Principal,

Mrs.

Delnaaz

Kapoor

announced the elevation of the Principal, Mrs.
Shilpee Ganguly to the post of the Director Principal of Centre Point Group of Schools. She was
felicitated by Vice Principal, Mrs. Renu Singh and Mrs. Neeru Varma. After a thought-provoking
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speech by Shilpee ma’am drawing a parallel on our duty towards the nation and our school, the
students dispersed to the tune of the signature song of the Indian National Army, ‘Kadam Kadam
Badhaye Ja…’
The programme was compered by the School Captain, Rijak Singh Makan and Vice Captain,
Ananya Vyas.
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TRIBUTE TO FOUNDER DIRECTOR ON FOUNDER'S DAY
Founder's Day- a day looked forward to by all Centre Pointers was celebrated with much
enthusiasm and excitement at Centre Point School,
Katol Road on 17th August 2022. Our Founder –
Director,

Mrs.

Aruna

Upadhyaya,

a

visionary

educationist brought in a new age in the academic
scene of the city. A plethora of events including Interhouse

Singing

and

Dance Competitions

were

organized at CPSKR to commemorate the occasion.
The event was held in the NKP Salve Multipurpose
Auditorium of the school. An eminent jury was
present on the occasion to judge the events. For
A tribute to Aruna Ma'am
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judges included Mr. Anant Waghmare, Mrs.
Gayatri Khedikar, Mrs. Sarbani Chakraborty, Mr.
Madan Pandey, Mr. Amol Motewar and Mrs.
Suchna Bangale judged the Senior and junior
Dance performances.
The first event was the Inter-House
English Choir competition in which the
crooners of classes 6, 7 and 8 regaled the
audience with their English numbers. Yellow

The Judges

House began the western choir competition with the number 'Up and Up’. The Red House choir lit
up the stage with ‘Heal The World’ The Green House presented the foot tapping number 'Something
like this’, The Blue House serenaded with ‘Unstoppables’ and won a lot of applause from the
audience’. Blue House bagged the 1st position in this competition with 122 pts.
Dance Competition for the Sr. Group – students of classes 9 and 10. The young dancers
set the stage ablaze with their electrifying performance. The theme was fusion of various Indian
and International dance styles. The Yellow House chose to showcase a fusion of Kathak and
Contemporary dance form. The graceful hand movement, footwork and expressions of the kathak
danseuses alternating with the contemporary steps were a whiff of freshness. The Red house
combined the Garba with Salsa and Kathak and other dance forms. The Green House dancers and
danseuses packed energy and grace in the fusion of Garba and other western dance forms. The
audience applauded at their superb touch of gymnastics. Not to be left behind, the Blue House came
up with the lively hip hop, Bollywood and Kathak. The colourful costumes tastefully accessorised
and the energy to match with it was very entertaining for the audience. Green House won the 1st
position with 92 points.
The Inter-House Junior Hindi Choir competition left the audience spellbound. The
Yellow House sang ‘Tum Jiyo Hazaron Saal’ - a song befitting the occasion. Red House sang the lively
number’ Ek Zindagi’ followed by Green House crooners singing ‘Yeh Hai Parivar’. The Blue House
babies sang ’Har Subah Hai Teri’. Green House bagged the 1st position with 108 points.
The Folk Dance Competition by class 4 & 5 left the judges mesmerised. Yellow House
rocked the stage with their energetic Bhangra performance. Red House dancers brought alive the
Maharashtrian culture in their colourful costumes and their dance performance. Green House and
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Blue House both did the Sambalpuri dance but in their unique costumes and dance steps. The
winner in this category was Red House with 95
points.
Based on the cumulative points of the
Junior and Senior Choir, The Interhouse Choir
Competition Winners were the Singers of Green
House with 213 points. The overall winner of
Inter House Dance competition was Green House.
The entire show was compered by the
A Treat for the students

School Captain, Rijak Singh Makan and Vice-

Captain, Ananya Vyas. It was coordinated by the House coordinator by Mrs Anindita Thomas with
the support of the four House Leaders and the Student Council members.

Blue House Crooners emerge winners

Green House Crooners win the competition

Red House winners in Jr. Dance Competition
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Green House winners in the Senior category

PATRIOTIC FERVOUR MARKS INDEPENDENCE DAY FESTIVITIES AT CPSWN
Commemorating 75 glorious years of independence this year became even more special
as India celebrated its 76th Independence Day amidst
fanfare and patriotic fervour and the spirit was no less in
Centre Point School, WN on the morning of 15th August,
2022. Even the rainy drizzle couldn’t dampen the mood as
the seniors of Classes 9 to 12 witnessed the flag
hoisting by the school Principal, Mrs Kanchan Ukey
and saluted the Tricolour before singing the National
Anthem.
Reaching out to every class over the public
address system, Harsh Jaiswal of Class 8 took his
listeners down memory lane, extolling the virtues of our
freedom fighters who sacrificed everything for the sake of
their country. He implored everyone to be proud of their

Hoisting of the National Tricolour

homeland and remember their responsibilities towards it.
A well-rehearsed skit staged by a hundred Class 6, 7 and 8 students under the
tutelage of the Social Science Department brought to life the untold tales of unsung heroes of
our freedom movement who rarely find mention in the History textbooks. The young patriots
paid homage to Preetilata Waddedar, Begum Hazrat Mahal, Alluri Sitaram Raju and Gunda Dhur by
highlighting the contribution of these historical figures in achieving our independence. The
participants learnt a lot about these freedom fighters as their performance was keenly watched and
enjoyed by all.
The whole school joined in rendering the patriotic songs ‘Kabhi na jhukna paye…’ and
‘Vande Mataram’ sung by the school choir waving their flags high with pride.
Greeting everyone on the auspicious day, Mrs Ukey reiterated how our freedom had
to be earned and how it is every citizen’s responsibility to safeguard it now in every sense,
be it economically, politically or spiritually. She also recapitulated on the Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav, an initiative undertaken by the Government of India to help people appreciate the rich
cultural heritage of our country and the many activities conducted in the school throughout the last
year under this banner. She proudly mentioned some remarkable instances of India’s progress in
the recent past namely the newly appointed President of the country from a tribal community and
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India’s wonderful performance in the CWG. On a concluding note, she urged ‘the leaders of
tomorrow’ to imbibe a sense of responsibility and discipline in everything they did to carry forward
the legacy of a great nation.
In step with the beats of ‘kadam kadam badhaye jaa…’, the students happily dispersed to
enjoy a well-deserved holiday ‘free’ of academic pressures at least for a day!

A scene from the skit on unsung heroes

Remembering the unsung heroes of our freedom

Depicting the brave struggle of one of our unsung heroes
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‘POMP AND SHOW’ CELEBRATIONS MARK FOUNDERS DAY CELEBRATIONS AT CPSWN
As every year, students young and old at Centre Point School, WN expressed their love and
gratitude for Mrs Aruna Upadhyaya, Founder of Centre Point Group of Schools on 18th Aug ’22
by celebrating her birthday with loads of joy, zeal and enthusiasm. Remembering Aruna
Ma’am and her iconic vision for the institution which she founded became such an apt way to begin
the celebrations for the day.
After a special assembly, the
senior boys, accompanied by their
Sports teachers, headed out to the
sports field to witness and cheer their
House teams in a thrilling Boys InterHouse Football match. Taking their
places in the venues allotted to them
The Inter-House Boys Football match

the senior girls, together with Class 6, 7

and 8 students put all their energy into cheering their House teams as they locked horns in the
Girls Inter-House Basketball match.
They were thoroughly entertained by
the chirpy commentary by Swapnil Sir
who kept the tempo up every minute.
Attention shifted to the stage
when the spirited and talented dancers
from all the four Houses from Classes 6
and 7 set it ablaze with contemporary
and

modern

dance

which

The Inter-House Girls Basketball Match

had

everyone clapping and grooving. The applause continued when the young leg-shakers of Classes 4
and 5 took to the stage and danced their hearts out in vibrant costumes to traditional Indian
beats. Everyone marvelled at their sync, energy and grace, especially since they were all taught by
their seniors.
Soon the Torrins group staged a melodious performance and had everyone tapping their
feet and singing along. The cherry on the cake undoubtedly came from the little stars of Classes 1, 2
and 3 who had the audience going gaga as they ramp-walked across the stage all dressed up
according to the themes given to them. After playing some interactive games in their
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classrooms and watching their favourite movies, they were all ready to stage their very own
fashion show for their seniors and teachers.
The youngies of Class 1 looked amazing in their favourite cartoon / fairy tale /
Bollywood characters while the Class 2 children walked with such confidence donning the attire
of different countries and states of India. Designing and wearing unique dresses by recycling
material like jute, newspapers, old clothes and cardboard boxes gave the excited Class 3
youngsters a chance to ramp walk with a difference. The finale came when the Class 4 children
dazzled the audience with their catwalk dressed up as famous personalities of India. But of
course, there were prizes for the 3 best dressed children in every class and section so lots of
fabulous prizes were given out!
The day ended on such a happy note that there were cheers and laughter all around. It was
certainly the first offline programme after a long time that kept everyone entertained till the end!

Class 1 dressed as cartoon/fairy
tale/Bollywood character

Class 2 attired as people
dressed from other
countries/Indian states
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Class 3 making the best use out of
waste

Class 4 dressed as famous
personalities

The Contemporary dance by Classes
5 and 6

The Indian traditional dance by
Classes 7 and 8
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SANSKRIT DIVAS CELEBRATED AT CPS, AB
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass celebrated Sanskrit Divas on 12th August 2022.
After spending a fortnight preparing for the event, the children were eager to share the culmination
of their efforts with their friends and teachers. During the morning assembly, the programme
commenced with the students sharing thought for the day and interesting facts in Sanskrit. Alifiya
Jamal then spoke about the importance of Sanskrit language. Anika Mulik and Lipi Sarda then paved
the way for the students of class 8; the latter put up an engaging presentation of advertisements in
Sanskrit. With Khyati Tidke and Hazel Sharma at the helm, the dancers and singers of class 8 had
put up another presentation depicting the cultural shades across various states in India. Revati
Nilawar and Hiya Chhitarka of class 9 explained the meaning of the Sanskrit prayer
'Sanghachadwam'. It was indeed an enlightening start to everybody's day in school.
Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde lauded the children and
their mentors for the efforts they put in for a successful presentation.

SANSKRIT DIWAS @ CPS AB

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS @ CPS, AB
The 76th Independence Day was celebrated with great patriotic fervour at Centre Point
School, Amravati Road Bypass. This year the rains joined in in our celebration but failed to dampen
our spirits. Except for the flag hoisting, the function was conducted on the Public Address system.
The programme commenced with the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad hoisting the 'Tricolour'. This
was followed by the rendition of the National Anthem by the students and staff. Diyvansh Mathrani
of class IX in his thought-provoking speech paid a tribute to our freedom fighters and highlighted
our responsibilities not only as citizens but as beings of our motherland. Patriotism reverberated as
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the school sang the National Song 'Vande
Mataram'. The melodious choir sang “Kabhi na
Jhuk ne paaye Apne shaan ka Jhanda” while the
school joined in overwhelmed by the feeling of
oneness.
The school reverberated with patriotic
vehemence and enthusiasm with the singing of
the

patriotic

song

“Kadam

Kadam”.

The

celebration concluded with an inspiring speech
by the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad Ma'am. The programme was ably conducted by the Captain,
Jessica Francis and Vice-Captain, Keerti Likhita.
The second segment of the celebration as part of the ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’ was held on
the 17th of August 2022. The students performed a mime act showcasing the numerous
developments that have taken place in the country since independence. Another engaging
performance was put up by the students wherein they spoke about the great achievements of our
country in different regional dialects to represent unity in diversity in our country.
The efforts taken by the students and teachers were applauded by the Principal, Mrs
Perveen Cassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde.
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FOUNDER'S DAY CELEBRATED WITH ZEAL @ CPS AB
As an annual tradition, to mark the Founder's Day celebration at Centre Point School,
Amravati Road Bypass, numerous activities and interhouse competitions signifying the joy of learning are
conducted. This year a host of activities were lined up
for students from classes I to X. The little enthusiastic
children of class 1 enjoyed making colourful Palm
Butterflies to the fullest and loved playing with them. In
the process, they showcased great patience, creativity
and imagination.With great zeal and enthusiasm, our
children of class 2 participated in the 'Making a Wall
Hanging' activity. They enjoyed doing the activity in groups and demonstrated great teamwork.
The children of class 3 showcased their talent by
making beautiful handmade rakhis using different ecofriendly materials like jute, cotton, grains, pista shells etc.
They presented their creativity most exquisitely. This
artistic talent of the 3rd graders magnetized the attention
of one and all. The aesthetists of class 4 put up a brilliant
display of flower arrangements. During the house meeting
periods, they learnt various techniques to make flowers
and on 18th August they put these skills into practice and
put the flowers into various forms of arrangements.
The creative geniuses of class 5 crafted intricate masterpieces in the form of models as part
of their activity. Students of classes 6 and 7 were a part of the Indian folk dance competition.
Students of class 8 took charge behind the stage to make the programme a success. From designing
props to decorating stage backgrounds, the students of class 8 displayed their creative side and
artistic skill. Mrs Jyoti Nair, Dr Sangeeta Deshpande and Mrs Trupti Gajbiue were the esteemed
judges for this event. The dancers of classes 6 & 7 from the Blue house performed the Tippani folk
dance followed by the celebratory dandiya dance performance. The students of Green house danced
to the tunes of Huthri, a traditional harvest festival of Karnataka known widely for the variety of
songs and dances to celebrate the harvest seasons by worshipping God. The Red house students
presented the popular Dindi folk dance of Maharashtra. The Yellow house showcased the essence of
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The Punjabi culture with their dance on the song Aankh Teri. Classes IX and X Students of classes IX
and

X

presented

enthralling

musical performances with the
rendition of Indian folk songs and
Western folk songs respectively.
Ms Shruti

Krishnamurti,

Ms

Harshalata Lambat and Mr Joshua
Kale were the judges for the Class
IX programme, while the class X
programme

was

judged

by

Mr Akash Gajbhiye, Mr Sachin Thorat and Mr Sameul Paul. Students of Class 9 from the Blue House
presented the flavours of Gujarat with a mix of Pankhida and Dholida, while the Green house sang
the soulful Hukus Bukkus, a song dedicated to Lord Shiva, the Red house rendered Lal Paharir
Deshe Ja (You belong to the land of
red hills) based on a poem written by
Arun Chakraborty in the 1970s. The
Yellow

House choir sang

'Maay

Bhavani', a song sung in praise of
Goddess Bhavani which also depicts
the life of the people in a community.
The class 10 Blue house choir made
the audience sway to the tune of the English Folklore John BarleyCorn which celebrates the
harvesting season. The Green house choir kept the spirits of the audience and judges at a high with
their melody from the logging season - WellerMan Sea Shanty. The students of the Red house
enlightened their listeners with a folk song from the
17th century “ A Begging I will go”. The Yellow house
choir sang 'Country Roads' by John Denveris, a soultouching track which evoked feelings of home and
belonging.
The celebration was an opportunity for all
students to engage in creative strides and learn new
skills. Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad and Vice-
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Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde commended the students and staff for the success of the event.

Glimpses of the Founder's Day celebrations
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We Care

WE CARE
INTERACT CLUB OF CPS, KATOL ROAD INSTALLED
The Installation Ceremony for the Interact Club 2022-23 of Centre Point School, Katol Road
was held on 26th July’22. The ceremony was
conducted in the presence of Rtn Nilofer
Rana, President of Rotary club, Rtn Mamta
Jaiswal, Secretary, Chairpersons Rtn. Ruchi
Uppal, Rtn. Ruchi Batra, Rtn. Deepti Sibal, Past
President Khushnoor Chugh, the Principal of
the school Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly and Vice
Principals Mrs Renu Singh and Delnaaz
Kapoor, a few Rotary exchange students and
selected students of class 9.

Lighting of the lamp by the dignitaries

Nidhi Virani, a former Interactor compered the programme. The Installation meet was
called to order by Ananya Vyas, the immediate Past President of the Interact Club. The ceremony
began by lighting of the traditional lamp at the hands of the dignitaries and a rendition of the
Saraswati Vandana by the school choir that
also sang the song ‘Heal the world’. Saplings
were presented by the outgoing interactors to
the Rotarians to welcome them in an ecofriendly manner. Ananya Vyas then read out
the detailed report of the activities performed
by the past Interact committee, assisted by
Rijak Singh Makan who prepared and
presented the PowerPoint Presentation on
the various activities conducted in the session

The school choir

2021-22.
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The new committee members were then introduced by Ms. Arati Deshraj. The new CPSKR
Interact Club committee includes Kavya JaiswalPresident, Vardaan Malhan-Vice president, Yash
Pande-Secretary, Harman Singh-Joint Secretary,
Nikhil Sarna-Director of Community Services,
Aashi Poddar-Director of International Services,
Amee Parihar-Director of Vocational Services
and Aarav Atlani- Director of Youth Services.
Kavya Jaiswal was handed the gavel and the collar
Outgoing President Presenting the report on
Interact Club activities of 2021-22

and the other members were pinned by the Rtn
Nilofer Rana. Kavya Jaiswal, the newly elected

President of the CPSKR Interact Club gave the
acceptance speech. Later all the committee
members solemnly took the oath of shouldering
the responsibilities sincerely.
Shilpee Ma’am motivated the interact
members with her inspiring words to take up
sustainable and meaningful projects throughout
the year. Rtn Nilofer Rana, President of the Rotary
club too urged the students to live up to the motto

Teacher Incharge -Arati Ma'am announcing names
of the office bearers

of the Rotary club ‘Service before self’. The vote of thanks was proposed by the Secretary of the
club, Yash Pande. The program concluded with the National Anthem. The entire program was
coordinated and conducted smoothly under the able guidance of the teachers- incharge of the
Interact Club, Arati Deshraj, Traymbakmani Dwivedi and Sunita Bukanam.

Oath Taking by the office
bearers
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The newly installed Interact Club Office bearers

INTERACT CLUB OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD CONDUCTS
RAKHI SALE FOR A NOBLE CAUSE
Every year, the Interact Club of Centre Point
School, Katol Road, organises a 'Rakhi sale' to benefit the
inmates of Sandnya Sanwardhan Sanstha, a charitable
non-profit and unaided trust dedicated to the nobel cause
of supporting children with intellectual impairment.
This year too the rakhis prepared by the inmates
of the Sanstha were sold by putting up stalls at various
places in the school campus like the Muktangan and near
the cafeteria area during the short and long recess. The
Interact club members sold the beautiful rakhis for the

Interact Club -Sale of Rakhis

pre-decided rates.
Members

gave

up

their

recess for three days - the 3rd, 4th,
and 5th of August 2022 - to ensure
that

everyone who wanted

to

contribute to the good act could buy
the Rakhis. In the allotted time slots,
they sold Rakhis worth Rs. 3945/-.
Interact Club members initiaitve
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The money collected was given to the Sanstha, which would then use it to address various
challenges such as special education, rehabilitation, and so on of the inmates.
The entire sale was efficiently managed by the committee members of the CPS, KR Interact
club under the supervision of the teachers In-charge Arati Deshraj, Trayambak Dwivedi and Sunita
Bukanam. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, CPS complimented the children on their
dedicated effort for a worthy cause.

Interact Club members
initiaitve

PLEDGE TO TAKE CARE OF ENVIRONMENT - A GREEN FINGERS CLUB GESTURE
The members of Green Fingers Club participated in ‘Best out of waste’ Rakhi making activity
on the occasion of Raksha bandhan. Beautiful rakhis were made by the members of Classes VIII, IX
& X.
They made rakhis with dry seeds tied in a cloth. These were tied by the club members from
classes VI-XII, on Founder’s day to the trees around the campus to show environment friendliness
towards Nature and with a determination to protect trees.

Green Fingers Club members tying Rakhi to a tree on the campus
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Rakhis prepared in the Artroom

Green Fingers Club Rakhi Activity

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES IN CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD
Assemblies in Centre Point School, Katol
Road are packed with information, announcements
and interesting events.
July has been a week of special assemblies.
You ask why??? Well, not just for the reasons
mentioned above but also because the various
clubs running in the school, briefed the students of
the middle school, high school and senior
Green Fingers Eco Club Presentation

secondary classes about the clubs and their past

activities [successfully accomplished] and the
activities planned for this academic session.
Each club used innovative and creative
methods of presenting their club and appealing for
membership to the club. The clubs include- Green
Finger Club, Beyond The Barriers Club, Speak To
Lead Club, We Make Change Club, Heritage Club,
Quiz Club, Cyber Awareness & Safety Club and the
Design For Change movement.
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On 30th July the assembly conducted by
class 12 B was all the more special as two talented
students of class 12 including Manomay Goenka
who is a guitarist and a vocalist and Gaurang
Agrawal, who is accomplished in playing the
Cajon[a box shaped percussion instrument from
Peru] presented the songs ‘Night Change ‘& ‘O
Sanam’ to a resounding round of applause.
Earlier, Reedam Jain and Ekta Khosla of

Manomay and Gaurang regaling the audience

class 12 regaled the staff and students with the English song ’Let Me Down Slowly.’
In September Sidhdhesh Bagdai 8D, Raunak Golcha
8D, Arnav Akre 8B and Kaustubh Marla 8B sang the English
song ‘As It Was’ by Harry Styles, playing the drums, the
keyboard and guitar. They received a thunderous applause
from the staff and students.
The school assembly provides a platform to the
students not only to showcase talent but also to remove
stage fear in them. This is a brainchild of the Director
Principal, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly and is highly appreciated by

Speak To Lead Club

the students and staff.

We Make Change Club
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Quiz Club

Cyber Awareness and Safety Club

CPSKR DFC Movement

SEEKING BLESSINGS THE CPSWN WAY!
Following the Centre Point School, WN tradition, blessings of Goddess Saraswati were
sought to bless the Class X and Class XII students so that they could begin their landmark year
on a truly auspicious note.
Organized in the spacious multi-purpose hall of the school on 6th April ’22, the Puja was
attended by the Principal, Mrs Kanchan Ukey, the Vice Principals, senior teachers and students.
After the blessings were invoked on a solemn note, the students recited the Saraswati
Vandana and later partook of the auspicious offerings from their teachers.
Addressing the gathering, Mrs Ukey reiterated the important points that students needed to
keep in mind concerning their crucial school year. She encouraged them to keep academics as their
top priority while also participating in extra-curricular activities and striking a proper balance
between them.
Welcoming these blessings always, the students accepted the best wishes of their teachers
for the year ahead with a spirited step and a smile on their faces.
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Seeking the blessings
of Goddess Saraswati

Graciously partaking the offerings

Reciting the Sanskrit hymn

SCHOOL INTERACT CLUB INSTALLED AT CPSWN
To carry forward the mission of serving the society with compassion and selflessness, the
new Interact Club was formally installed at Centre Point School, WN on 26th July ’22. After 2
years of online installations, the members of the new Club felt blessed to be inducted in the gracious
presence of members of the Nagpur Rotary Club, their Principal Mrs Kanchan Ukey, Vice Principals,
teachers and the entire Class IX batch of students.
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The formal ceremony began on an auspicious note in the NKP Salve Hall with the school
choir rendering a prayer song followed by Adya Girhe, Past
President of the Club presenting a PPT which gave a very detailed
insight into the commendable work done by the Interact Club last
year. In the presence of the honourable Rotarians namely Immediate
Past President of the Rotary Club, Rotarian Khushnoor Chug, President
of the Rotary Club, Rotarian Nilufer Rana, Honourable Secretary of
Rotary Club - Rotarian Mamta Jaiswal, Director Youth Services –
Rotarian Dr. Nisreen Maimoon, Concerned Chair – Rotarian Ruchi Uppal,
Rotarian Mohammed Master and Rotarian Manisha Aggarwal, the new
Acceptance speech by
Rida Seth

Interact Club members took their oath and pledged themselves to a
year of selfless service.

The spirited members included Rida Seth (President), Aditya Somani (Vice President),
Jumana Gulzar (Secretary), Urvi Mehta (Joint Secretary),Ranjit Goenka (Treasurer), Mahi
Patel (Director of Community Services), Pratham Kurani (Director of Vocational Services),
Aashi Goyal (Director of International Services) and Ayush Kirpane (Director of Youth
Services).
Feeling honoured to have been bestowed such a big responsibility, the new President Rida
Seth inspired her team to work as one to conquer
new frontiers as she pledged to continue the
praiseworthy work done by their predecessors in her
acceptance speech. Mrs. Ukey and Ms. Rana
congratulated the new Club members on their
appointments, reposing faith in their ability to do
exemplary work and wishing them the very best for a
Interact Club members taking the oath

fruitful year ahead. On a concluding note, Jumana
Gulzar, the Secretary expressed her gratitude on

behalf of the entire Club in her Vote of Thanks.
Ready to embark on a new journey with many hours of selfless service in their path, the
new Club members look forward to the guidance and support of their mentor-teacher, Mrs. Roma
Mundra at every step of their way.
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Dignitaries and members of the
new Interact Club

MAIDS HAVE IT MADE AT CPSWN
With the aim of ensuring the smooth and seamless working of the school, teachers at Centre
Point School WN belonging to various committees often take the initiative to organize and conduct
workshops for various target audiences.
30th July ‘22 saw three such committees, The Self Esteem and Morale Committee, the
Rewards and Sanctions Committee and the Golden Rules Committee joining hands to
organize a workshop for the Class 4 staff of the school.
The main objective of this workshop was to reinforce their duties, reiterate the school
policies and refresh the Golden Rules for their benefit in order to promote a peaceful and healthy
environment at all times. After all, they play an instrumental role in the day-to-day working of the
institution too.
Reiteration of duties and responsibilities was done through an interesting group activity
titled 'See, Think and Answer'. The points stressed upon during the discussion were maintaining
cleanliness in the class and surrounding, usage of golden words, timely completion of the work
allotted to them, use of kind and polite language with students, teachers, school heads, parents and
colleagues, proper usage of resources provided to them like hand wash, phenyl, washing powder
and cleaning equipment and saving and taking care of school resources like electricity, water,
stationery or any other school property. They were appreciation by the school for executing their
duties well was also discussed with the maids.
With almost 100% attendance, all the maids enthusiastically participated in the workshop
which concluded with the distribution of chocolates as a token of gratitude towards them.
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The in-charge teachers of these Committees were appreciated by the school management
for having taken this timely initiative towards achieving a noble end.

In-charge teachers reiterating important
points of conduct

The workshop for maids in progress

An attentive audience at the
maids workshop

CYBER CONGRESS ORIENTATION SESSION AT CPSWN
Responding to the need of the hour, the Cyber Team Mentors at Centre Point School, WN
conducted an Orientation Session for the newly selected "Cyber Congress" team for the current
session on 23rd Aug ‘22. The workshop was actively attended by the twenty “Cyber Ambassadors”
chosen for this session.
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At the outset, Mrs Kanchan Ukey, the
Principal, addressed the young audience and
explained the role and responsibilities of "Cyber
Ambassadors." Mrs. Smita Chakankar (IT
Teacher) later proceeded to train them to deal
with digital device addictions, various technical
and emotional issues that their classmates face
as a result of technology misuse and current

Mrs Kanchan Ukey addressing the students

frauds and cyber-crimes that occur all around us.

They were enlightened on how to limit their screen time and avoid becoming addicted to electronic
devices.
Mr. Bhagwan Kargaonkar (Counsellor) counselled them on how to manage their
impulses and how being wise and trustworthy
is one of the most important aspects of being a
cyber -ambassador.
The session turned out to be a highly
interactive one as the attendees put forth their
views on each and every topic. Many of the
new-comers got an opportunity to learn new
things like 2-step authentication and the types

Cyber Congress members listening to Mr Bhagwan
Kargaonkar

of fraud and cyber-crimes commonly prevalent
today.
On a concluding note, the attendees
expressed their gratitude to all their mentors
for the very informative session and felt proud
that,

as

cyber-ambassadors,

they

could

contribute meaningfully to their school.
Mrs Smita Chakankar imparting important training
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CPSWN INTERACTORS ORGANIZE PLANTATION DRIVE
The Interact Club of Centre Point School, WN
is so dedicated to ‘giving back’ to society that even
before the new school Interact Club was formally
installed, the members had already undertaken their
very first project.
With the rain gods blessing us in excess this
year, it became the perfect opportunity to have a ‘tree
plantation’ drive. The Club was the proud recipient of
Interactors getting the ground ready for
planting

21 trees which were awarded by the Forest
Department in appreciation of the huge success of the

notebook donation drive undertaken by its members last year. The members organized ‘Paid or
पेड़’, a plantation drive in collaboration with the Forest Department and Nisarga Vedh on 2nd
July ’22 during which precious trees like Banyan, Bamboo and many other varieties were planted.
The experience became even more amazing and memorable when Mr. Anirudh, their guide
cited intriguing facts about nature and narrated interesting folklore, not to mention entertained
them with very authentic bird calls.
Enjoying their day to the hilt, all the members felt it was a day well-spent and thanked their
mentor and guide, Mrs Roma Mundra for organizing the meaningful event. They hoped it would be
a start to many more such occasions when they would get an opportunity to make a valuable
difference.

Almost done planting one species!
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It’s all about team work!

CPSWN INTERACTORS GIVE ‘A GIFT OF LIFE’
In true spirit of serving the society, the
Interact Club members of Centre Point School,
WN organized their annual blood donation drive
on 17th July ’22 in the school premises.
Taking a very keen initiative, the members
were seen scurrying about to make the necessary
arrangements for all to come and donate blood for
Being tested before donating blood

a good cause. Jeevan Jyoti Blood Bank arranged

to bring in their doctors and nurses to take care of
the whole drive.
The members claimed that anyone could
become a superhero by just donating one unit of
their blood. While they received a very encouraging
response from the parents, teachers also pitched in
with their contributions.
At the end of the day, 24 units of blood were
collected with hope for greater contribution in

The Blood Donation Drive underway

future. As a token of appreciation, the wards of the parents who donated blood were given
congratulatory badges in the assembly.
The members along with their mentor, Mrs. Roma Mundra strived hard for the success of
the event.
CPSWN INTERACT CLUB BAGS ‘BEST INTERACT CLUB’ AWARD YET AGAIN!!
It was a proud moment indeed not only for the Interact Club members but also for the
whole school when the Interact Club of
Centre Point School, WN added yet another
feather this year to its already blooming cap
of success.
The exemplary work done by the
Club was acknowledged and appreciated by
the Rotary Club of Nagpur and it became the
Proud winners of the Best Interact Club Award!
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Award for the 4th time in a row!!
The award was received formally by Mrs Roma Mundra and 2 of the Club members on
behalf of the school. The elated members were all smiles and couldn’t contain their jubilation as the
applause came pouring in.
All of them along with their mentor were awarded certificates of appreciation by the Rotary
Club and heartily congratulated by the management, Principal Mrs Kanchan Ukey, Vice Principals,
teachers and students for their wonderful feat. Wishing the Club many more such victories in the
years to come!
CPSWN INTERACTORS SPREAD JOY THROUGH BOOKS!
Interactors of Centre Point School, WN definitely knew how to spread dollops of joy and
bring big smiles on young faces – they simply had to help them
become best friends with books! And this is exactly what they did
on 30th July ’22 when they contributed and converted a vacant
area in Bholasingh Nayak School into a library.
Conducted in association with the Pragati Rajasthani
Mahila Mandal, this initiative was undertaken by 2 of the
Interactors namely Ranjit Goenka and Aditya Somani
together with 2 more students – Reyansh Kewlani and Virat
Thumbs up’ for a job well done!

Jain, all hailing from Class IX.

The Good Samaritans collected books from the school library and set them up on a
rack, provided by the Pragati Rajasthani Mahila Mandal, in the room to create a library. They
provided various story books as well as
Mathematics and Grammar books along with
benches to ensure a comfortable and peaceful
reading experience. The well-wishers also went
ahead and had the walls painted to give the
area a cleaner and more decent look.
Just seeing the young faces light up with
joy and happiness when they looked at the

Happy with their noble deed!

collection of interesting books waiting to be read was priceless. The Interactors succeeded in
creating a wonderful atmosphere of learning and knowledge for young minds and deserved every
bit of appreciation they received!
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They thanked their teacher-guide Mrs Roma Mundra for opening up this opportunity for
them to serve their society in a small way.
CYBER CONGRESS MAKES INROADS IN CPSWN SAFETY AND SECURITY

The Cyber Ambassadors
of the new session

With children of today exhibiting a strong affinity for gadgets, it is indeed difficult for us to
fathom modern life without cell phones and computers.
Children are increasingly intrigued by social networking
apps, internet games and similar online activities in
general. In order to teach kids the proper ways to use
technology and to ensure their safety while doing so, the
Cyber Congress was established with the aim of
tackling “Cyber Safety and Security" issues in Centre
Poster depicting the various issues tackled by
Cyber Congress

Point School, WN.
Choosing twenty students, 10 each from class

IX and X as “Cyber Ambassadors” for the new session, the Cyber Congress took its debut step by
coming up with ways to enlighten students on the
‘ins and outs’ of the digital world – whom to
befriend on social media and whom to block,
whom to approach if they became aware of a
cybercrime being committed, etc. They advised
their schoolmates not to follow their friends
blindly on the digital platform but to exercise
caution and discretion.
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Using social media platforms to spread awareness

Under the guidance of their mentor, Mrs Smita Chakankar, the Ambassadors made
informative and insightful posters which proved to be an eye-opener for the students. They
endeavour to continue their stand against cybercrimes and safeguard their online presence
throughout the year.
CPSWN CARE GIVERS EXTEND A LOVING HELPING HAND
‘We make a living by what we get, we make a LIFE by what
we give.’ These words ring true for a whole lot of generous souls at
Centre Point School WN who took the initiative to help people in
need. They contributed food items like fruits, juices, Sofit,
biscuits and other refreshments as part of a humanitarian project
called ‘Neki ka Pitara’.
Two representatives from the Student Council, Natasha
Motwani, the Blue House Captain and Shriya Raghtate, the Red
House captain visited the Radhakrishna Hospital to offer all these
food items which are distributed to the hospitalised patients and
‘Neki ka Pitara’ – ready to serve!

their relatives.

The school management and staff commended this small act of charity which would go a
long way to spread a little sunshine in people’s lives. More such initiatives are always looked
forward to by one and all for ‘happiness doesn't result from what we get, but from what we GIVE.’
A VERY HAPPY LABOUR DAY @ CPS, AB
President of Interact Club of Centre
Point School, Amravati Road Bypass, Jessica
Francis took a remarkable initiative on
'Labour Day' i.e. 1st May 2022 to express
her gratitude to all the helpers around us
including the staff at a fuel station, cobbler,
vegetable and fruit vendors, and fish seller,
to mention a few. She graciously presented
CPS AB's Interact Club observes labour day
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them with a rose, chocolate, as well as a thank-you card. Kudos for her incredibly compassionate
act!

CPS AB's Interact Club observes labour day

EXPERIENCING THE 'JOY OF GIVING' @ CPS, AB
"Giving is not just about donating, it is about making a difference." Kathy Calvin
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Interact Club donated old clothes and books to ‘Kabaad
se Jugaad’, Amarsul Foundation. The items were contributed by the school's teachers and students.
The charity collects items from various locations and donates them to people in need in different
places. Our contribution was delivered to Gadchiroli.

Perveen Ma'am and Interact President
Jessica Francis with the material collected
for donation
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INTERACT RAKHI SALE @ CPS, AB
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass left no stone unturned when it came to
organizing a Rakhi Sale on the school premises
for a noble cause. With sheer enthusiasm and
collective efforts of the Interact Club members,
a sale of beautiful and colourful Rakhis was
conducted on 4th and 5th August 2022
The rakhis were made by the inmates
of Sandnya Sanwardhan Sanstha to raise funds.
The rakhis were made by their specially-abled
children. The ceremonial thread was sold by
the members energetically and enthusiastically
and the response was overwhelming. The students and teachers were happy to buy Rakhis and
support the noble cause.

The Interact Rakhi Sale at CPS, AB
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International
Vistas

INTERNATIONAL VISTAS
CPS, KATOL ROAD OBSERVES INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
The 8th International Yoga Day themed ‘Yoga for Humanity’ was observed by Centre Point
School, Katol Road with a Yoga Session
for students of class 8. The event was
held on 21st June 2022 at 8 am. The
session opened with a commentary on
the History of Yoga by Mrs. Tripti Rathi,
senior faculty of History in the school.
This was followed by warm up exercises
conducted by Mr. Hemant Trivedi and
Mr. Pravin Rohad, the school PTIs. They
also demonstrated the various Asanas

Demo by Hemant sir & Parveen sir

displaying

agility

and

skill.

Students

performed the asanas effortlessly and with interest. A running commentary by Mrs. Preeti
Bahadure and Mrs. Namrata Patel guided the students to do the asanas and made the session even
more interesting. The students enjoyed the invigorating experience, challenging their flexibility.
The yoga instructors and students performed the Asanas to the well selected music. A few of
the interesting asanas performed included Taad
Asanas, Surya Namaskar, Padmasan and also
Pranayam. The ambience created with the
paintings made by the young Centre Pointers as
part of the ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ also lent
cultural enrichment to the event. The technical
requirement was managed by PTIs of the CPS
Katol Road Sports Dept. The session held in the
ground floor meeting area of the new Primary
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Getting ready to do Pranayam

building ended with congratulatory messages and comments from Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly. Principal,
CPS Katol Road and Mr. Mangesh Pandit, HOD, Sports, CPS Katol Road. In the words of the principal,
“The event was envisioned and implemented very well.”

Tripti ma'am speaking on History of Yoga

Words of appreciation from Shilpee ma'am

Doing an asana

Students testing their flexibility

CAREER COUNSELLING CELL OF CPS ORGANISES CAREER FAIR
The Career Cell of Centre Point Group of Schools, in partnership with Webifairs Events,
organised a virtual career fair and workshop for the school community on 9th July’22 . The event
commenced with a warm welcome accorded to the students, parents and all the participating
schools by Mrs. Delnaaz Kapoor, Vice Principal, Centre Point School, Katol road and Head of the
Career Counselling Department, Centre Point School, Nagpur. She also welcomed and introduced
the guest speaker for the evening Ms Praseeja Nambiar, a Career and Guidance Counselor by
profession who has counselled over 1000 students for Indian and foreign universities in the past 9
years. She is a CCSP-certified career coach with added counselling credentials from the likes of
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UCLA. She was also recognized by IC3 as ‘Emerging counsellor of the year - 2019’. Her forte is in
developing strong counselling practices in school thereby helping students and families find their
Right Fit.
Praseeja ma'am’s workshop session was
on the topic ‘How to prepare for college’. She
started the session on an interactive note and also
discussed important criteria that students must
keep in mind while applying for admission such as
courses of choice, country, student life, cost and
funding,

time-line,

admission

prerequisite

subjects,

post

opportunities,

etc.

also

She

requirements,
study
discussed

work
age

appropriate steps that students of grades 9, 10, 11
The Expert's presentation

and 12 must follow in order to follow their career paths and guided the students about important
aspects of college applications.
The session concluded with the
question-answer

round

wherein

the

students asked interesting and relevant
questions. After the vote of thanks Delnaaz
ma'am encouraged the students to visit the
virtual webifair where representatives of
more than 15 prestigious universities from
countries like Canada, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Italy, Japan and U.S. were present to guide
the students. The students visited the
different university rooms and interacted

Workshop in progress

live with each resource person.
The CPS Career Counselling Cell endeavours to facilitate more webifairs for aspiring and
interested students.
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CENTRE POINT GROUP OF SCHOOLS WIN ACCOLADES FOR CONTRIBUTION TO
THE INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR YOUNG PEOPLE PROGRAM
Centre Point Group of Schools, Nagpur, are active Award Centres for THE INTERNATIONAL
AWARD FOR YOUNG PEOPLE PROGRAM [The
Duke of Edinburgh’s International ward.] The
IAYP program has been running successfully
in all branches of the school and students
have achieved the Bronze, Silver and Gold
levels year after year under the guidance of
the

ward

Leaders

of

the

school.

Forging ahead with the program,
Centre

Point

Group

of

Schools

were

nominated and have been awarded for their
commendable contribution in “Voluntary
Services to the Community’ during the

Ms Jayati Chakraborty receiving the award on behalf of
Centre Point Group of Schools

Award journey 2021-22. During this Award journey, they completed 4186 hours of service.
A further cause for jubilation was that the Award leaders were also nominated for
“Special Meritorious Service Award’ by the National Award Authority and have received
commendation certificates
In an impressive Award ceremony held on 5th July’22 in New Delhi,
Mrs. Jayati Chakraborty, IAYP Coordinator for CPS & CPSI, received the
School Award as a citation and an attractive trophy, at the hands of Chief
of Army Staff hon’ble Manoj Mukund Naravane. On behalf of the Award
leaders of Centre Point Group of Schools, two Award leaders including Mrs.
Rehana Badar and Mrs. Mahua Chopra received the ‘Special Meritorious
JAYATI CHAKRABORTYIAYP Coordinator

Award’. The Award leaders who have received the “Special Meritorious
Service Award” certificates include:

Sophia Patel, Sujata Giri & Hemant

Trivedi from CPS, Katol Road; Rehana Badar & Nishant Shrivastav from CPS, Wardhamnagar;
Mahua Chopra, Chetan Samrit & Ruchita Raut from CPS, Amravati Road Bypass and Ketal Kothari
from CPS International.
It may be mentioned here that Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, erstwhile Executive Director, Centre
Point Group of Schools, who created history with her extraordinary feat of being awarded as an
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inspirational and dedicated volunteer for The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award was
nominated for the rare recognition and honour and the acknowledgement came a few months back
in the form of a letter and a commemorative coin which was struck by The Royal Mint of Great
Britain to mark The Duke of Edinburgh’s life.
Centre Point School applauds its IAYP Team for its commendable efforts in handling the
program successfully

Sujata Giri

Rehana Badar

Sophia Ashish Patel

Ketal Kothari

Hemant Trivedi

Mahua Chopra

Nishant Shrivastav

Chetan Samrit

Ruchita Raut

GREEN FINGERS-ECO CLUB OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD
The inception of Green Fingers club was done in the form of a presentation on 21st July’2022
Thursday during the assembly. The volunteers of
Class XI B, Manvi Kapoor, Aradhita Datey and
Shreshtha Roy made a beautiful chart for the
presentation of the club. The introduction of the
club was given by Shubham Sinha of XII B, with a
beautiful poem written by him on environment
conservation. Insiya Tambawala of XII B spoke
about the past activities done by the club. Reedam
Inception of the Club
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Jain of XII B introduced to the assembly the activities to be conducted in the present session.
A detailed process about selection trials and rules of the club was given by Gurnoor Hoda of
XII B. A sapling was gifted to Shilpee ma’am by Aradhita Datey of XI B as a token of gratitude on
behalf of Green Fingers.
A selection trials in the form of MCQ quiz was taken in 3 sets for Classes VI & VII, Classes
VIII, IX & X, Classes XI & XII, based on biodiversity, ecology and environment conservation. The club
members were selected on the basis of their performance in the selection trials. Best ones were
chosen those who are inclined towards nature conservation. A total of approximately 120 students
from Classes VI-XII are members of the club for 2022-2023.
The first activity was conducted on 29th July’2022, to observe Global Tiger Day. Manvi
Kapoor of XI B made the students aware about the significance of International Tiger Day.

Shilpee Ma'am being offered a
sapling by a member

CPSKR ECHOES WITH ROARING SENTIMENTS OF GREEN FINGERS ECO CLUB TO
‘SAVE TIGER’ ON GLOBAL TIGER DAY
In line with the spirit of arousing love and responsibility towards environmental
conservation, the Green Fingers Eco Club of Centre Point School, Katol Road organized a greeting
card making competition on the theme ‘Save Tiger’ to mark the celebration of Global Tiger Day on
29th July ’22 in school.
The members of the club from classes 11 and 12 participated enthusiastically and made
aesthetic cards on the given theme. The competition was judged by Mr. Nandkishor Kosare and Mr.
Pravinkumar Chandewar, faculty of Visual Arts, Centre Point School, Katol Road.
The first prize was won by Drishti Saraf, the second prize was won by Zainab Khan and the
third prize was won by Preet Khatwani. The winners were awarded e-certificates. The results gave
a fair reason to Class 11 B to rejoice as all the winners were from the same class. The other
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members whose work was appreciated were Isha Khan, Aashmi Ans and Aradhita Datey. They
received consolation certificates.
The Forest Department organized a function on 4th September ’22 to appreciate and
encourage the participating schools. Centre Point School, Katol Road received an impressive
memento in appreciation of the creativity and zeal with which the students participated.
The participants were also appreciated and applauded by the Director Principal, mentors
and judges for their noble cause of participation.

Teachers incharge & members of Green Fingers Club with memento

YASHVI OF CPS, KATOL ROAD SHINES IN INKEDIN STORY TELLING COMPETITION
A story writing competition INKEDIN was organized by the Euroschool, Hyderabad in which
Yashvi Daga of class 7, Centre Point School, Katol
Road displayed her skill in story narration and 7
bagged the second prize for penning the captivating
story, titled, 'The Captivating Tale’ on the theme
Fractured Fairy Tale.
The competition was held at an International
Level in which a thousand children participated from
India and abroad. The budding writer’s story will be
Yashvi with Sheeja ma'am

published on Kindle. Her success was acknowledged

in the morning assembly by the Director Principal, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly.
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INTERNATIONAL DANCE DAY CELEBRATION AT CPSWN
Dance delights. Dance enthrals. Dance
mesmerizes. Dance is the hidden language of
the soul. Taking this thought forward, the
Dance Department of CPSWN decided to
commemorate the International Dance Day
on 29th April ‘22 by showcasing its essence on
the stage in front of a very enthusiastic young
audience.
Sumiran Agrawal and Rashi Bodhe

As Centre Pointers are proud of our rich cultural heritage, the faculty in-charges chose to
fuse dance with tradition and presented a medley of the divine art form called classical dance
to Class 9 and 10 students and teachers.
Two

talented

and

accomplished

classical dancers namely Sumiran Agrawal
and Rashi Bodhe, who have invested years of
practice to perfect this graceful dance form and
have excelled in it gave amazing performances
which left the audience awestruck. Their
postures and movements were a testament to
their commitment towards their dancing

In perfect step with their Dance Guru

talent.
The performances saw a fitting finale
when their Dance guru Mrs Abha Parashar
joined them in the concluding part of their
presentation and received a well- deserved
round of appreciation.
Later Abha Ma’am enlightened the
students on the intricate nuances of dance,
portraying how every facial expression,

Mrs. Parashar addressing the youngsters

gesture and movement add their own wealth

of meaning to this expressive art form.
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After congratulatory words and resounding
applause from the Vice Principal Ms Deepa
Chakarborty came an unexpected cherry on the
cake for the enthused audience when they got a
golden chance to join an impromptu dance party.
They were only too eager to shake a leg on a few
peppy Dandiya and Bhangra beats and enjoyed
themselves to the hilt!

The two dancers lauded for their performance

CPSWN CELEBRATES INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY WITH FERVOUR
Centre Pointers at WN became young yogis for the day when the school celebrated
International Yoga Day on 21st June
’22. Brimming with enthusiasm and
full-on gusto, the Class 8 students
enjoyed the wonderful Yoga session
organized for them by the Sports
Department which came out in full
force for the event.
Perfect performances of Asanas!

The somewhat gloomy atmosphere of the cloudy day
couldn’t dampen the spirits of the keen participants guided by
their dedicated teachers as everyone celebrated the occasion in
its true sense.
At the outset, the Yoga gurus threw light on the manifold
advantages of practicing Yoga everyday with special
emphasis on the importance of Surya Namaskar which was
performed before them. Later, a whole hour was devoted to
performing many varied Asanas and poses listening to the
soothing classical music playing in the background.
Feeling refreshed for the day, the students thanked their
mentors for the invigorating session with a promise to practice
this exercise regime regularly at home.
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Performing the Tree Pose

Watching the
demonstrations by their Gurus

Learning to perform more
Asanas

Some more relaxing Yoga
poses being learnt
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IAYP ASPIRANTS AWARDED MEDALS AT CPSWN
Students at Centre Point School, WN aspiring for the prestigious International Award for
Young People (IAYP) given by the Duke of Edinburgh for overall development of young people
undergo a number of challenges and
activities before they become worthy of
the award. Working under the mentorship
of their teachers in-charge, the students
complete three levels namely Gold, Silver
and

Bronze

and

are

awarded

the

corresponding medal at the completion of
the level.
An IAYP aspirant needs to complete

The IAYP Silver Medal awardees

three sections namely service, skill and physical recreation, taking them up for one hour per week
for a given period of time. In
addition they also embark on
an adventurous journey in
which they learn skills like
pitching a tent, camp craft,
route

planning,

first

aid,

expedition and exploration. As
aspiring

awardees progress

The IAYP Bronze Medal awardees

from one level to another, they are required to devote more hours per week to the three sections as
well as invest more days in adventurous journeys.
With so much time, effort, dedication and commitment invested by students and their
mentors into the programme, it is indeed a proud moment for the school that they have
successfully completed different levels and have been awarded medals in recognition of
their achievement.
In the last session, as many as 47 students became eligible for the Bronze Medal while
6 students were proudly presented the Silver Medal.
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All the award winners along with their mentors – Mrs Rehana Badar, Mrs Sana Seth, Mrs
Abha Parashar and Mr Nishant Shirvastav under the able guidance of Ms Jayati Chakraborti were
heartily congratulated by the management and staff of the school for their achievement.
CPSWN FACULTY MEMBER IS IC3 GRADUATE!
It is indeed a moment of great pride and pleasure when a
faculty member pursues higher studies in tandem with the hectic
schedule of the school. Mrs. Sunita Uniyal, a teacher in Junior College
at Centre Point School, WN as well as a valuable member of the Career
Counselling team of the school also became a proud recipient of the
IC3 Institute Graduation Certificate. This stands for International
College and Career Counselling which provides support to high schools
around the world through guidance and training resources.
Mrs. Uniyal became a part of the 4th Cohort of the IC3
Mrs Sunita Uniyal

Graduate Programme and completed the rigorous 1-year training
programme

with

laudable

dedication

and

sincerity.

Her

commitment towards her job is an inspiration to all those who know her. She was heartily
congratulated by the management and staff of the school for her stupendous achievement.
CPSWN SCIENCE BUFFS PERFORM BRILLIANTLY IN INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD 2021
Centre Pointers from WN gave their school every reason to well up with pride when they
came up with an outstanding performance in the International Science Olympiad conducted by
Silver Zone Olympiad Foundation in the last academic session. Their performances, reflecting their
keen scientific bent of mind, were lauded by one and all. Medals of Excellence were awarded not
only to the top 3 class toppers but also those achieving 1st Olympiad ranks. All Olympiad 1st
rank holders were also presented with special Gift Certificates worth 350 rupees as an added
token of their achievement. Kunal Chadda (Class 8) achieved a commendable feat with a Zonal
Rank of 20 and was awarded a Medal of Distinction.
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The proud winners are as mentioned below:
Name
Mayurika Hatwar
Reyansh Goenka
Insiyah Fidvi
Viraj Jain
Parth Suryawanshi
Avyukt Kohli
Krisha Jain
Aryan Pahawa
Krida Jain
Medhansh Marapaka
Abeer Deshpande
Vanshika Hatwar
Tanishka Bansal
Tanuj Sharma
Larisha Kashikar
Avyukt Dhawale
Parv Batavia
Keya Batavia
Bhavya Gangwani
Kamakhya Padole
Vihang Mahajan
Brijesh Punyani
Nikhil Gupta
Taskin Chimthanawala
Nandini Sharma
Yash Taori
Naavinya Dhawale
Adnan Chimthanawala
Aditi Pahuja
Sarthak Panchbhai
Hakimuddin Hirani
Avnish Lonkar
Kalyani M
Jai Gupta
Pragya Kochar
Mahek Gayki

Class
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
12

Class Rank
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1

Olympiad Rank
1
1
664
1205
1
1
1
1
1337
1416
507
984
2214
1
323
630
1
1
462
625
783
1323
1770
1894
2206
2882
617
3447
3529
1034
1162
1242
462
472
2732
259

Medals
Gold
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold

Position
Olympiad Topper
Olympiad Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Olympiad Topper
Olympiad Topper
Olympiad Topper
Olympiad Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Olympiad Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Olympiad Topper
Olympiad Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper
Class Topper

The elated super achievers along with the entire Science Department were heartily
applauded by the school management and staff for their wonderful performance and wished
continued success in the future.
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Proud senior winners of the International Science Olympiad

Junior winners of the International Science Olympiad

The Senior ISO Winners

A STERLING PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN LINGUISTS IN INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD 2021

Armed with sound language skills, students of Centre Point School, WN stole the spotlight
with their praiseworthy performance in the International English Olympiad held in the last
academic session. To the delight of all their mentors, not only did they emerge class toppers but
also laid claim to Olympiad ranks and proudly received medals and certificates of merit. Gift
certificates were awarded to all Olympiad Rank holders, entitling the Gold medallists to buy
books worth 300 rupees and the Bronze medallists to buy 200 rupees worth of books.
Here’s a look at these high fliers:
Name
Mayurika Hatwar
Reyansh Goenka
Vinamra Punyani
Sanvi Gharpure
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Clas
s
1
1
1
1

Class Position

Medal

Olympiad Rank

First
First
First
First

Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
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Dhruvi Sugandh
Viraj Jain
Saksham Bansal
Parth Suryawanshi
Samar Methai
Kridha Jain
Avyukt Kohli
Navya Shah
Aryan Pahawa
Riyansh Agrawal
Sparsh Gupta
Shourya Jivarajani
Keyaira Agrawal
Medhansh Marapaka
Vanshika Hatwar
Tanya Budhraja
Jyotiraditya Taori
Rashi Bhadarge
Larisha Kashikar
Gargi Hiware
Kamakhya Padole
Naziya Chimthanawala
Anvi Mahajan
Kaavya Shah
Brijesh Punyani
Saketa Shiohare
Yug Pimpramule
Nandini Sharma
Paarth Bhojwani
Naavinya Dhawale
Aditi Pahuja
Kesar Motiyani
Navya Chimaria
Saaj Modi
Chahak Jain
Pragya Kochar
Aditi Bamb
Affan Khan
Muskaan Agrawal
Dhruv Agrawal
Hemani Madan

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11

Second
Third
First
First
First
First
First
First
First
First
Third
Third
Third
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third

Silver
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze

Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper
Topper

Topper

The proud winners along with the English Department merited a big round of applause
from the management and staff of the school for their marvellous performance and wished
continued success in the future.
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Junior winners of the
International English Olympiad

Senior winners of the
International English Olympiad

CPSWN WHIZ KIDS EXCEL IN INTERNATIONAL REASONING AND APTITUDE OLYMPIAD 2021
Centre Pointers from WN earned laurels for their school when they put their brilliant logical
skills to good use and came up with a commendable performance in the International Reasoning
and Aptitude Olympiad 2021 conducted by Silver Zone Foundation in the last academic session.
Top three scorers from each class were awarded medals and certificates of merit. The
top achievers are as mentioned below:
Name
Vanshika Hatwar
Jyotiraditya Taori
Tanya Budhraja
Yash Agrawal
Arnav Agrawal
Parv Batavia
Devansh Mehta
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Class
3
3
3
4
5
5
5

Position
First
Second
Third
First
First
Second
Third
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Medal
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Silver
Bronze

Brijesh Punyani
Taskin Chimthanawala
Prachi Vaswani
Yash Taori
Dhriti Agrawal
Muskaan Agrawal
Dhruv Agrawal

6
7
7
7
9
11
11

First
First
Second
Third
First
First
Second

Gold
Gold
Certificate
Certificate
Certificate
Gold
Certificate

The elated achievers were congratulated by the management and staff of the school for
their wonderful performance and wished even more accolades in the future.

Winners of the International Reasoning and
Aptitude Olympiad

CPSWN ‘SMART KIDS’ SHINE IN G.K. OLYMPIAD 2021
With their treasure trove of general knowledge, Centre Pointers from WN sailed through
the International Smart Kid G.K. Olympiad 2021 with flying colours and won medals and gift
certificates as a mark of their achievement. The competition was organized in the last academic
session by Silver Zone Olympiad Foundation and received an enthusiastic participation from
students of all ages.
Here’s a look at the winners and their super performances:
Name
Sanvi Gharpure
Insiyah Fidvi
Shriyan Ramteke
Samar Methai
Riyansh Agrawal
Srushti Gahukar
Parth Suryawanshi
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1
1
1
2
2
2
2
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Position
First
Second
Third
First
First
Second
Third

Medal
Gold + Gift Certificate
Silver
Bronze
Gold + Gift Certificate
Gold + Gift Certificate
Silver
Bronze

Aksh Agrawal
Saanvi Zham
Vardhan Gedam
Rashi Bhadange
Anyra Kakwani
Adwait Arewar
Punya Madan
Naziya Chimthanawala
Kavya Raj Agrawal
Arnav Agrawal
Pavi Mahakalkar
Prachi Vaswani
Yash Taori
Jash Nademwar
Naavinya Dhawale
Pratham Kurani
Saaj Modi
Tejas Pugalia
Honey Vasani
Sukrit Agrawal

3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10

First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
Fourth
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First

Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Certificate
Gold + Gift Certificate
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Certificate
Gold
Silver
Certificate
Gold

Needless to say, all the ‘smart kids’ were heartily applauded for their success by the management
and staff of the school and wished many more success stories in the days to come.

Winners of the Smart Kid G.K. Olympiad

SUPER PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN STUDENTS IN INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD 2021
Centre Pointers from WN performed commendably when they participated in the
International Social Science Olympiad 2021 which was held in the last academic session. Top
three class scorers earned medals and certificates for themselves and a round of applause from one
and all.
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The young achievers are as follows:
Name
Samar Methai
Kush Agrawal
Hardit Parashar
Mayank Balwaik

Class
2
2
2
4

Position
First
Second
Third
First

Medal
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold

The management and staff of the school congratulated all the great performers as well as
the Social Science Department for their achievement and wished them more success in the future.
CPSWN STUDENTS PERFORM IN THE INTERNATIONAL AKHIL BHARATIYA
HINDI OLYMPIAD 2021
With their forte in our national language, Centre Pointers from WN made their school proud with
their praiseworthy performance in the International Akhil Bharatiya Hindi Olympiad 2021 held
in the last academic session. Once again, top three achievers from every class were awarded medals
and certificates befitting their performances.
The top notchers include the following:
Name
Sanvi Gharpure
Meher Manchanda
Saarvi Singhai
Sparsh Gupta
Riyansh Agrawal
Ridit Nikhar
Jyotiraditya Taori
Aarna Agrawal
Larisha Kashikar
Advait Arewar
Kavya Agrawal
Saketa Shiohare
Yash Taori
Kesar Motiyani

Class
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
6
7
8

Position
First
Second
First
Second
Third
First
Second
First
Second
Third
First
First
First
First

Medal
Gold
Silver
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Gold
Silver
Certificate
Gold
Gold
Certificate
Gold

The elated high fliers as well as the Hindi Department were congratulated by the school
management and staff for their superfluous performance and wished more such success in the
future.
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Junior winners of the Informatics, Reasoning and Aptitude,
Hindi and English Olympiads all rolled into one!

Senior winners of the International Akhil Bharatiya Hindi
Olympiad

EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN MATHS ENTHUSIASTS IN IMO-2021
Putting their logical thinking skills to optimum use, Centre Pointers at WN romped home
with an outstanding performance in the International Mathematics Olympiad 2021 organized by
Silver Zone Foundation in the last academic session.
Class and Olympiad toppers were awarded medals and certificates of merit for securing
superlative scores. Some exceptional performances include Bhavya Gangwani (Class 5) who
bagged an International Gold medal and received a gift voucher worth 1000 rupees, Aviral
Goel (Class 5) who emerged the Olympiad topper and received a gift voucher of 500 rupees,
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Parv Batavia (Class 5) who was awarded the Gold Medal of Excellence and Romav Bansal
(Class 3) who was presented with the Medal of Distinction.
The proud winners are as mentioned:
Name
Mayurika Hatwar
Kiana Batavia
Reyansh Goenka
Lakshya Agrawal
Sanvi Gharpure
Adrisha Panja
Aariz Khan
Dhruvi Sugandh
Ishaan Atara
Kush Agrawal
Samar Methai
Kridha Jain
Vihaan Varade
Yuvaansh Malu
Vanshika Hatwar
Prisha Malu
Liana Nahata
Tanya Budhraja
Ananya Shah
Avyukt Dhawale
Revant Mor
Aviral Goel
Bhavya Gangwani
Brijesh Punyani
Kavya Shah
Venisha Jivarajani
Saaj Modi
Tejas Pugalia
Avnish Lonkar
Jai Gupta
Aryan Awachat
Kalyani M
Muskaan Agrawal

Class
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
9
9
9
10
10
10
11

Position
First
First
First
First
First
First
Third
Third
First
First
First
First
Second
Third
First
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
Third
First

Medal
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Bronze (Olympiad Topper)
Bronze (Class Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze (Class Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze(Class Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze(Class Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze(Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze(Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze(Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)

The fabulous performance by all the winners earned them a big round of applause from the
management and staff of the school. The congratulations also extended to the Mathematics
Department for their mentoring and guidance.
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Junior winners of the
International Mathematics
Olympiad

Senior winners of the
International Mathematics
Olympiad

Maths Olympiad winners

FANTASTIC PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN TECH-SAVVY KIDS IN IIO- 2021
Centre Pointers from WN participating in the International Informatics Olympiad 2021
sailed through with flying colours, emerging school toppers and bagging medals of excellence for
their wonderful performances.
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A superlative performance by Vihaan Varade (Class 2) earned him a special round of
applause. He emerged the Olympiad Topper for Class 2, securing the 1st Olympiad Rank and
was awarded a gift certificate of 350 rupees.
Here’s a look at all the super achievers:
Name
Mayurika Hatwar
Sanvi Choudhary
Sanvi Gharpure
Vihaan Varade
Shourya Jivarajani
Parth Jai
Vanshika Hatwar
Jyotiraditya Taori
Liana Nahata
Rashi Bhadange
Hitansh Sarawgi
Mitansh Jivarajani
Kavya Agrawal
Arnav Agrawal
Mustafa Hirani
Saketa Shiohare
Paarth Bhojwani
Taskin Chimthanawala
Aasawari Baitule
Saaj Modi
Avnish Lonkar
Anshul Kamble

Class
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
7
9
9
9
12

Position
First
Second
Third
Gold
Silver
Third
First
Second
Third
First
Second
First
Second
Third
First
Second
First
Second
First
Second
Third
First

Medal
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze (Class Topper)
Gold (Olympiad Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze (Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze (Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Gold (Zonal & Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze (Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)
Silver (Class Topper)
Bronze (Class Topper)
Gold (Class Topper)

Senior winners of the International
Informatics Olympiad

All the proud achievers as well as
the Computer Department were heartily congratulated by the management and staff of the school
for their praiseworthy performance and wished the best for the future.
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CPS, AB'S BADMINTON COACH MR CHETAK KHEDIKAR NAMED COACH OF THE
INDIAN BADMINTON TEAM
It was a proud moment for Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass when Badminton
coach and Head of the Department of Sports Mr Chetak Khedikar was
nominated as Coach of the SGFI Badminton Boys team for the ISF
World School Gymnasiade 2022. The International sporting event was
held in Normandy, France from 14th to 22nd May 2022 in which 70
countries and around 3500 participants were a part of 20 sports
disciplines. Chetak Sir is an experienced and renowned Badminton
World Federation certified coach and has been instrumental in
shaping many upcoming Badminton players. He is a qualified
Badminton World Federation (BWF) level 1 certified coach and has
attended the prestigious BWF coaches conference in Dubai during the

CPS, AB's Badminton coach
Mr Chetak Khedikar

Dubai World Series finals in December 2016. He also cleared the coaches education program CEP
examination of Sports Authority of India in badminton and sports science.

Chetak Sir in action

CPS, AB'S BADMINTON COACH MR CHETAK KHEDIKAR FELICITATED
Chetak Khedikar, HOD Sports Department, Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass
was felicitated at the hands of the Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad on his extraordinary
achievement on 25th May 2022. Vice Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde and the staff congratulated him
for the same. Chetak Sir was also felicitated at Bhandara during the Khasdar Krida Mahotsav on
25th June 2022.
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He was appointed as the Indian coach for
the 19th International School Federation World
School Gymnasiade 2022 which was held in
Normandy, France from 14th May to 22nd May
2022. In this event, around 3500 participants
represented 70 countries in 20 different sports
disciplines. Under his valuable guidance, Prerna
Shet won the Girls’ Singles and brought home the
gold medal. Nikkita Joseph, the only player from

Chetak Sir being felicitated by Perveen Ma'am

Maharashtra finished seventh in the event and has bagged a lot of experience from it.
Mr Chetak Khedikar is a Badminton coach certified by the Badminton World Federation.
He has been associated with badminton for more than two decades. He has brought laurels not
only to his city, district and state but also to his
country. His tremendous potential was recognised
by the School Game Federation of India (SGFI) and
this achievement has indeed grabbed good space in
history! Chetak Sir himself is very passionate about
his game and is a Bronze medallist team member of
Nagpur University in the West Zone. He had also
qualified

for

the

All

India

Inter

University

Tournament in 2006-07. He is also a recipient of the
Chetak Sir with Bhakti Ma'am and
Perveen Ma'am

Vidarbha Krida Ratna Award for the Best Coach2011, title. Numerous children have played various

tournaments under his guidance and he never leaves any stone unturned in inculcating moral
values, discipline, compassion and zeal for learning in his students. His grit and determination to
help his students excel are commendable. We wish him all the best for his future and may he
continue to make his country proud.
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Chetak Sir being felicitated at Bhandara

Chetak Sir with Prerna Shet

CPS, AB'S MARTIAL ARTISTS TO REPRESENT SCHOOL IN THE INTERNATIONAL
TRIAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' District level Martial Artists have been selected
for the prestigious SQAY Martial Arts International trial Championship and training camp to be held
at Pahalgam, Kashmir from 17th to 25th June 2022.
Sakina Akolawala and Tanmaya Nair from class X will be representing the school in the
Under 16 age category in the LOBA event. Representing In the school in the Under 15 age category
are our skilled players of class 9 Arshaan Mehta, Shifa Khan, Nishtha Gadi and Priyani Bansod.
Arshaan and Priyani will participate in the K2 event, and Shifa and Nishtha will represent the school
in the K1 and LOBA events respectively.
Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentors Mr Mehboob
Ansari and Mr Pritam Pinjarkar and the staff congratulated the winners on their success.

Sakina Akolawala
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Tanmaya Nair

Arshaan Mehta
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Shifa Khan

Nishtha Gadi

CPS, AB'S BADMINTON COACH FEATURES ON RADIO
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Badminton
Coach and Head of the Department of Sports featured on Mirchi
Love 91.9 FM on 6th June 2022. Chetak Sir had been appointed as
the Under- 18 Indian junior badminton team coach for the 19th
International School Federation (ISF) Games. The mega-event was
held in Normandy, France from May 14 to 22, 2022. It was under
Chetak Sir's guidance Prerna won the Girls’ Singles and brought
pride to India by winning the Gold Medal. Nikkita Joseph who has
been training under Sir for around 12 years finished seventh in the
prestigious event.
Chetak Sir and Nikkita Joseph
with RJ Mohit

With RJ Mohit, the listeners gained an insight into India's
thrilling journey at the international badminton event and Chetak

Sir's crucial role in bringing accolades to team India.
Very soon, Chetak Sir also featured on 94.3 FM with RJ Rajan and RJ Aamod where his
remarkable feat was commended.

Chetak Sir and Nikkita with RJ Rajan and
RJ Aamod from 94.3 FM
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Chetak Sir on Radio Mirchi

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY CELEBRATIONS IN CPS, AB
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Sports Department conducted a session to
observe International Yoga Day celebrations on 21stJune 2022.
The students were guided by the
sports instructors Mr Ganesh Bagde and Mr
Pritam Pinjarkar. The session was specially
curated by the sports department of the
school to suit the theme for 2022- 'Yoga for
Humanity'. The celebration kick-started
with an introductory speech given by Nikita
Ma'am highlighting the importance of Yoga
in general and during the pandemic in

International Yoga Day celebrations @ CPS AB

particular. She also briefed the students about the yogasanas they would perform during the
session. This was followed by guided body warming exercises to enable the students to perform
the Yogic postures easily and effectively.
The sports instructors very ably guided the Yoga enthusiasts in performing the following
asanas - Tadasana, Vrikshasana, Padmasana, Gomukhasana, Vakrasana and Vajrasana. While
guiding the participants through the exercises they also explained the health benefits of each
yogasana. The session concluded with the gathering performing Omkar pranayam and a vote of
thanks by the sports department of CPS, AB. The initiative was applauded by one and all and left
them feeling refreshed physically and mentally.

International Yoga Day celebrations @ CPS AB
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International Yoga Day celebrations @ CPS AB

KUDOS TO CPS AB'S LINGUISTS!
Somalwar School Maa Umiya CBSE School had organised different Sanskrit competitions to
commemorate

International

Sanskrit

Diwas. More than 300 video entries were
received from schools across India and
abroad. Centre Point School, Amravati
Road

Bypass'

students

participated

enthusiastically and bagged prizes.
The winners are as belowIn the category for classes 1 & 2 in the
Shlok Pathan event, the Consolation prize
The winners of the Sanskrit shloka recitation competition
with Bhakti Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am and their mentors

was bagged by Shivank Mendiretla of class
II and Vallabh Channekar of class I.

In the category for classes 5, 6 &7 in the Sanskrit Pustak Smaran Pattika Spardha, Khushi
Panchisia of class VI secured the third rank.
In the category for classes 8, 9 & 10 in the Bollywood Prasiddh Samvad Sanskrit Spardha. Jai
Jamekar of class IX won the first prize, Amey Palandurkar of class IX stood second and Mihir Shaha
of class VIII bagged the third prize.
The Principal, Mrs Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs Bhakti Bobde, mentors Mrs
Manjusha Khumkar, Mrs Reeta Ayachit, Mrs Amina Rayyani, Mrs Kshitija Kalikar, Mrs B Kalyani, Mr
Rajesh Joshi, Mrs Pallavi Jathar and Mrs B Kalyani commended the children on their success.
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A still from the Sanskrit Competition

‘News@CPS will be back with more achievements & activities
of its staff & students’
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